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The Community  
and Prayer
Prayer does not depend 
on “religion” in an institu - 
tional sense, nor on dogma 
or creed, but rather on true 
heartfelt feelings that arise 
when a person recognizes 
that one’s surroundings 
and one’s friends are not 
there solely for one’s own 
happiness, but instead, 
these relationships give 
rise to an obligation whose 
source is in life itself.

—!"#!$!% &'()!#*

God and Nature: An 
Interpretive Translation
Beloved are You, eternal 

God,
by whose design the  

evening falls,
by whose command  

dimensions open up
and eons pass away and 

stars spin in their orbits.

You set the rhythms of day 
and night;

the alternation of light and 
darkness

sings Your creating word.

In rising sun and in spread-
ing dusk,

Creator of all, You are 
made manifest.

Eternal, everlasting God, may 
we always be aware of Your 
dominion.

Beloved are You, Adonai, 
for this hour of nightfall.

—+,*%- .,/+%

Bar’khu: The Call to Worship Together
We rise as we are called by the leader’s words of invitation to prayer. The 
leader bows when saying the word “Bar’khu” (“praise”) and stands up  
straight when pronouncing “Adonai.” Similarly, the congregation bows at  
the word “barukh” (“praise”) and straightens to full height at “Adonai.”

An alternate version of this b’rakhah may be found on the following page.

Leader:

Praise A*0,+#, to whom all praise is directed.

Congregation, then the leader repeats:

% Praise A*0,+#, to whom all praise is directed forever  
and ever.
Barukh Adonai ha-m’vorakh l’olam va-ed.

We are seated.

First B’rakhah before the Sh’ma:
The Coming of Evening Light
Barukh atah A!"#$%, our God, sovereign of time and space, 
whose word brings the evening dusk,
whose wisdom opens the gates of dawn,
whose understanding changes the day’s division,
whose will sets the succession of seasons 
1and arranges the stars in their places in the sky,
who creates day and night,
who rolls light before darkness and darkness from light,
! who makes day pass into night,
who distinguishes day from night;
Adonai Tz’va·ot is Your name. 
Living and ever-present God,
may Your rule be with us, forever and ever.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who brings each evening’s dusk.
          We continue with the Second B’rakhah on page !".

Evening Service:2The Sh’ma and Its Blessings
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We rise as we are called by the leader’s words of invitation to prayer. The 
leader bows when saying the word !"# $% &!' (“praise”) and stands up straight 
when pronouncing ("() (Adonai). Similarly, the congregation bows at the 
word *+!"% &!' (“praise”) and straightens to full height at ("() (Adonai).

An alternate version of this b’rakhah may be found on the following page.

Leader:
.! "#$% &' () )*)+,- ./ 01 &# "2

Congregation, then the leader repeats:

.0 2( 3$ . 4/5( 6/ 7 4&8' 6) 9! !$!" 7:& 4; &
        We are seated.

,3 4567 ") ! .5 8 .' 09+ 8 :); </ !$!" ! 4< 9+ 7:& 4;
,3+ =% "# >7 %+ =# >7 (' 6# "% ?@ =2 # .A >/

,3+ =# "7 &A (B 8 :-6C ) "' ?1 DB &2
,3+ =E =7 ) .F GA &' ) 490% ?- =%0

,3+ =F G' &H G),- ./ I+ =5 >B ('0
.696J ?# =K (7+ 8 =L 4# "2 3 .)+ :-6# &' ?A =' &2 3+ =% "16K (),- ./ # :M (N ?'0

,) 45 ?+ 8 45 4* 36+ / :#62
.#6/ + :9 &C =' ! .A$ 8B &* ,! .A$ 8B + :9 &C =' #6/ 5 :56O

,) 45 ?+ 8 45 /+ =% 8 :'0 36+ #+ =% >7 ('0 "
,) 45 ?+ 8 45 P+ :%0 36+ P+ :2 5+ =M ?% ('0

.6' &A -6/ "% &J )*)+
.@ .7 4* 3 4567 &5 09+ 8 :5 47 !; ?' =+ @+ =' "E ,3 4Q GL &* + GB 5 :/

.3+ =% "# >7 %+ =# >7 (R () ,)*)+ ) "E (/ !0# "2
We continue with the Second B’rakhah on page !".

!"# $"’%& &'( )*+ ,-#++-
.'/+ !"# $ %& '() *+ ,-.( / 01 * 23 & 04# ,+ *5. 
Every evening service (Ar-
vit) includes two climac-
tic moments: the Sh’ma 
(page !") and the Amidah 
(page !#). The Sh’ma, the 
a$rmation of faith in the 
one God, has often been 
called Judaism’s essential 
creed. 
 Two b’rakhot precede 
the Sh’ma: the first reflects 
on God’s presence in the 
passage of time, while the 
second acknowledges God’s 
love, represented by the gift 
of Torah, divine instruc-
tion as to how we should 
live. Two b’rakhot also 
follow the Sh’ma: the first 
acknowledges the exodus 
from Egypt, the signal 
event that has formed us 
as a people and set us on 
the path of freedom and 
responsibility; the second 
speaks to our concrete 
concerns for safety in the 
darkness of night. The 
Amidah, the silent personal 
prayer, then follows.

01&.+# .() *+ !.-. The formal 
synagogue evening service 
begins with the leader’s 
call, signalling to the con-
gregation that the moment 
of communal prayer has 
arrived. The congregation’s 

response is their indication that they are ready to follow the service leader and 
participate in the service.

2"3+# 4.+(3% 35#'+ *"# /&*#+ 36 (&4' 6# ,+ !/ * 23 07 $ 8& '( .9 " !1 *) :7 *.-. Some liturgi-
cal texts, such as this one, reflect ancient understandings of how the heavenly 
bodies operate—for instance, this depiction of the sun exiting the sky through 
gates in the west. Although contemporary science provides us with di%erent 
understandings, we can still feel an underlying sense of wonder and awe as we 
too gaze at the setting sun and the star-filled sky. These liturgical images, then, 
become metaphors for our own understanding of the passage of time, remind-
ing us of the uniqueness of each moment.

!"#$%&'$ ()* #+"&, :#"'&( 
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Loving Humanity
Before reciting the Sh’ma, we 
may choose to think about 
how we need to prepare 
ourselves to make room for 
the listening that the Sh’ma 
demands.

Teach me, Lord, teach me
how to deal with people 

to show them how
to convert the evil within 

the good.

And if human beings are 
only 

wild animals,
may I be able to turn them
toward mildness and 

humility.

At the circus, I saw
a man tame a tiger,
defang a snake;
would You make me so 

skilled?

Bless me with patience,
make me strong as steel.
that I might demonstrate 

to humanity
the same such wonders.

—+3%+(+4 %!#&!,

To Love the World
When we act with love, 
Franz Rosenzweig 
remarks, “the neighbor 
represents all the world 
and thus distorts the eye’s 
view. Prayer, however, 
pleads for enlightenment 
and thereby, without over-
looking the neighbor, sees 
beyond the neighbor, sees 
the whole world . . . .”

Second B’rakhah before the Sh’ma: 
Torah and God’s Love
With timeless love, You have loved Your people, 
the house of Israel:
You have taught us Torah and mitzvot, statutes and laws.
Therefore, A*0,+# our God, as we lie down and as we rise up, 
we shall speak of Your laws,
rejoicing in the words of Your Torah and in Your mitzvot  
forever and ever.
For they are our life and the fullness of our days,  
and on them we shall meditate day and night.
! Do not ever withdraw Your love from us.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who loves the people Israel.
Ahavat olam beit yisrael am’kha ahavta, 
torah u-mitzvot, &ukim u-mishpatim otanu limadta.
Al ken Adonai eloheinu, b’shokhveinu u-v’kumeinu 
nasi'a& b’&ukekha, 
v’nisma& b’divrei toratekha u-v’mitzvotekha l’olam va-ed. 
Ki hem &ayeinu v’orekh yameinu, 
u-vahem nehgeh yomam va-lailah.
! V’ahavat’kha al tasir mimenu l’olamim.
Barukh atah Adonai, ohev amo yisrael.

!"#$%&'$ ()* #+"&, · #"'&( · '$- .$"$ #'* /"/ &01  40

!31&" &'( 73(’+ 839#. 
The second verse of the 
Sh’ma, which we are about 
to recite, speaks of our 
love of God: “You shall love 
Adonai your God. . . .” The 
ancient rabbis chose to pre-
cede that statement with 
a b’rakhah that empha-
sizes God's love for us. The 
rabbis understood love as 
the essential quality of the 
divine-human relationship, 
and they understood love 
to be primarily defined by 
behavior. God’s love is ex-
pressed in giving the Torah, 
instruction on how to live; 
our love is expressed in the 
performance of mitzvot, 
our behavior in the world. 
In this way, the human 
and the Divine are bound 
together.

&+ 4# -.# (34' &'( &+ 
4# 1.+# :5, 4# +"&-- +5#&; 36 <3:1 -&4+ 
;<# $ %.5 =7 *.- 07# $ ,>3 !? .(? $ 81.(5 *-.( .(?$ 8- *) : 23 *.-. This phrase 
anticipates the instruction in the Sh’ma to 
“speak of [these words] . . . when you lie 
down and when you rise up.” This prayer 
expands the biblical command and speaks 
of the need to integrate Torah into our lives 
throughout the day.

=31 *"#> &1# 3:1 -.6# .(?#$ 8.# 07 6 8" # ,.). By living 
a life in accord with divine teaching (Torah), 
we elevate our days from mere existence to a 
life filled with meaning.

 5 :/ "# ?S =+ -+ :2 . 4/5( # 9' =! 9+
 , "E ?% 8 ") "/ T &R (7

 3+ =U "C ?A ='0 3+ =V WB ,-X ?J ='0 ) "#6E
. "E ?@ 8 (R =5 09 8 "-6/

 ,09+ 8 :); </ )*)+ P :K 5 G7
 09 8 :'0L ?%0 09 8 :% ?1 DA &2

,T+ 8 .V WB &2 (B+ 8 =S 49
 T+ 8 .-X ?J =' ?%0 T 8 .- "#6- + :# ?% =@ &2 B (' ?S =9 &*

.@ .7 4* 3 4567 &5
 09+8 :Q GB 3 :) + =K
,09+ 8 :' 4+ ! .# 8$/ &*

,) 45 ?+ 8 45 4* 3 "'6+ ) .O ?) .9 3 .) "%0
.3+ =' 4567 &5 0F 8 .R =' #+ =N "E 5 G/ T &- "% >) (/ &* "
.5 :/ "# ?S =+ 6R (7 % :)6/ ,)*)+ ) "E (/ !0# "2
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Sh’ma: A Re-creation
Loving life
and its mysterious source
with all our heart 
and all our spirit,
all our senses and strength,
we take upon ourselves 
and into ourselves
these promises:
to care for the earth 
and those who live upon it,
to pursue justice and peace,
to love kindness and
1compassion.
We will teach this to our
1children
throughout the passage of
1the day—
as we dwell in our homes
and as we go on our
1journeys,
from the time we rise
until we fall asleep.
And may our actions 
be faithful to our words
that our children’s children
may live to know:
Truth and kindness 
have embraced,
peace and justice have kissed
and are one.

—4+%'#+ 5+"6

Love
Judaism commands love, for 
its goal is to teach  
human beings to love.
111—!%#' ". 5%#!*"+,* 

You Shall Love
“You shall love Adonai your God with all your heart, 
with all your soul, and with all that is yours.” You 
shall love—what a paradox this embraces! Can love 
then be commanded? . . . Yes of course, love cannot 
be commanded. No third party can command it or 
extort it. No third party can, but the One can. The 
commandment to love can only proceed from the 
mouth of the lover.

—5%+,$ %0&!,$)!#/

Recitation of the Sh’ma
Some people may wish to pause here for a moment. Some may close their 
eyes; others may place a hand over their eyes. The intention is to concentrate 
on our relationship with God’s oneness. In the absence of a minyan, we add 
the following: God is a faithful sovereign.

Hear, O Israel, A*0,+# is our God, A*0,+# is one.
Sh’ma yisrael, Adonai eloheinu, Adonai e&ad.

Recited quietly: Praised be the name of the one whose glorious  
sovereignty is forever and ever.

You shall love A*0,+# your God with all your heart,  
with all your soul, and with all that is yours. 
These words that I command you this day  
shall be taken to heart. 
Teach them again and again to your children; 
speak of them when you sit in your home,  
when you walk on your way,  
when you lie down,  
and when you rise up. 
Bind them as a sign upon your hand  
and as a symbol above your eyes; 
inscribe them upon the doorposts of your home  
and on your gates.  
1111111Deuteronomy !:"–#

V’ahavta et Adonai elohekha b’khol l’vav’kha u-v’khol nafsh’kha  
u-v’khol me’odekha. V’hayu ha-d’varim ha-eileh asher anokhi  
m’tzav’kha hayom al l’vavekha. V’shinantam l’vanekha v’dibarta 
bam, b’shivt’kha b’veitekha u-v’lekht’kha va-derekh u-v’shokhb’kha 
u-v’kumekha. U-k’shartam l’ot al yadekha v’hayu l’totafot bein  
einekha. U-kh’tavtam al mezuzot beitekha u-visharekha.

!"#$%&'$ ()* #+"&, · #"'&( · '$- .$"$ #'* /"/ &01  41

!?@ $?’AB. The Sh’ma 
comprises three paragraphs 
from the Torah, selected 
because they express 
basic Jewish beliefs and 
behaviors. According to the 
ancient rabbis, the first of 
the three paragraphs pro-
claims recognition of the 
sovereignty of heaven, @ '(/
6 ,# $ A1 ! 23 &.() *@ 01  (ol malkhut 
shamayim); the second 
speaks to our behavior, @ '(/ 
&B( *C ,1 (ol mitzvot); and the 
third reminds us of the exo-
dus,  6 ,# $ A+ *C ,1 & 04# ,C *#  (y’tzi·at 
mitzrayim), our primary 
sacred story.  
 Because the first para-
graph itself commands us 
to speak these words when 
we lie down and when we 
arise, and the second para-
graph repeats these very 

words, the Sh’ma is recited twice daily, in both the evening and in the morning.

?#&1 / 01 * 23. Seeing emphasizes the external; hearing, the internal. We are asked 
to internalize our experience of God. The point is emphasized by the custom of 
covering one’s eyes during the recitation of the Sh’ma.

C'# D !7 %4. As an a$rmation about God, the word e#ad can be understood in 
multiple ways. This translation emphasizes the unity of God. Some translate e#ad 
as “unique,” emphasizing God’s otherness and singularity. Still others translate it as 
“alone,” emphasizing Judaism's monotheistic claim. 
 Mystic commentators expand the meaning of “one,” interpreting it as describing 
the unity of heaven and earth, saying that we are ultimately all part of the One. 
In a similar vein, some rabbinic authorities recommended that when reciting the 
Sh’ma, one should meditate on all four directions, as well as above and below, in 
acknowledgment that God is everywhere (Babylonian Talmud, Berakhot "(b).

01&.+#( D# *"# '&%# 6 8 23 E< .(+ !.-. According to the Mishnah, when God’s name 
was pronounced by the High Priest on Yom Kippur, the people would respond, 
“Praised be the name . . .” (Yoma (:)). Since this is a response but not part of the 
biblical text, it is normally not recited out loud, in order not to interrupt the 
flow of biblical verses—though the memory of how it was recited in the Temple 
remains with us in a whisper.

>3: +"&-- -39# ! .& *- 0" !4 *(. Repeatedly the Torah instructs us to love: to love God, to 
love our neighbor, and to love the stranger. We might well take the word “love” to 
imply an intense inner emotion, but the ancient rabbis frequently understood the 
biblical injunction to “love” in a more concrete and behavioral sense: love consists 
of acts of empathy, care, and kindness as well as behavior toward others that is just 
and righteous. To love God is certainly to recognize our conscious relationship to 
God. Equally, it may mean that we behave in ways that are pleasing to God—act-
ing morally and fulfilling what God desires of us, to walk through life lovingly.

7 (' &A - (/+ =# &L
Some people may wish to pause here for a moment. Some may close 
their eyes; others may place a hand over their eyes. The intention is to 
concentrate on our relationship with God’s oneness. In the absence of a 
minyan, we add the following: F !1 G4 %? E< %@ $ %1 @ 84.

.@ 8 "B ./ ) Y*)+ 09+ Z :); </ ) Y*)+ 5 [ :/ "# ?S =+ 7 Z (' &A
Recited quietly: .@ .7 4* 3 4567 &5 6-01 ?5 G' @6% &K 3 :A !0# "2

 ZT &A ?\ G9,5 D1 ?%0 YT &% "% &5,5 D1 &2 T+ [ .); </ ) ]*)+ - Z :/ ^ "E ?% () ] "/ &* 
 _T &0 GJ &' + ` =1 $9 4/ # a.A >/ ) .b c :/ ") 3+ ] =# "% &M () 0 d+ 4) &* eT 8 .@$/ &',5 D1 ?%0 
 fT &E ?% =A &2 3[ "2 Z "E ?# (2 =@ &* T+ ^.9 4% &5 3 ] "E ?9 GF =A &* eT 8 .% "% &5,5 G7 36 ZQ G)

 eT 8 .'0L &%0 ZT &2 ?1 DA ?%0 ! .# ^ .M (% ]T &E ?1 .5 ?%0 gT a.-+ :% &2
 eT+8 .9+ :7 P+ Y :2 -$ Z\ "U$U &5 0 Y+ 4) &* T [ .@ 4+,5 G7 -6 Z/ &5 3 Y "E ?# (A ?L0

 eT+ 8 .# "7 ?A =%0 T Z .-+ :2 -6 Yh Wh &',5 G7 3 _ "E ?% (- ?10
--0>$ ."&'0iiiiiiiiiii
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“If You Will Hear”: An 
Interpretive Translation
If you faithfully obey My 
laws today, and love Me, I 
shall give you your liveli-
hood in good time and 
in full measure. You shall 
work and reap the results 
of your labor, satisfied with 
what you have achieved. 
Be careful, however. Let 
not your heart be seduced, 
lured after false goals, 
seeking alien ideals, lest 
God’s image depart from 
you and you sink, becom-
ing desolute, and lose your 
joyous, God-given heritage.

—+,*%- .,/+%

God’s Anger
The prophets never 
thought that God’s anger is 
something that cannot be 
accounted for, unpredict-
able, irrational. It is never 
a spontaneous outburst, 
but a reaction occasioned 
by the conduct of man.... 
Man’s sense of injustice is 
a poor analogy to God’s 
sense of injustice. The ex-
ploitation of the poor is to 
us a misdemeanor; to God, 
it is a disaster. Our reac-
tion is disapproval; God’s 
reaction is something no 
language can convey. Is it 
a sign of cruelty that God’s 
anger is aroused when the 
rights of the poor are violated, when widows and 
orphans are oppressed? . . . There is an evil which 
most of us condone and are even guilty of: indif-
ference to evil. We remain neutral, impartial, and 
not easily moved by the wrongs done unto other 
people. Indi7erence to evil is more insidious than 
evil itself.

—+3%+(+4 80&(.+ (!&'(!"

A Thread of Blue
A thread of blue—blue like the sea, blue like the 
sky, blue like the color of the divine throne.

—&#5%!# ,.43!%&

If you will hear and obey the mitzvot that I command you this 
day, to love and serve A*0,+# your God with all your heart 
and all your soul, then I will grant the rain for your land in 
season, rain in autumn and rain in spring. You shall gather in 
your grain and wine and oil; I will provide grass in your fields 
for your cattle and you shall eat and be satisfied. Take care 
lest your heart be tempted, and you stray and serve other 
gods and bow to them. Then A*0,+#’s anger will flare up 
against you, and God will close up the sky so that there will 
be no rain and the earth will not yield its produce. You will 
quickly disappear from the good land that A*0,+# is giving 
you. Therefore, impress these words of mine upon your heart 
and upon your soul. Bind them as a sign upon your hand and 
as a symbol above your eyes; teach them to your children, 
by speaking of them when you sit in your home, when you 
walk on your way, when you lie down, and when you rise 
up. Inscribe them upon the doorposts of your home and on 
your gates. Then your days and the days of your children, on 
the land that A*0,+# swore to your ancestors to give them, 
will be as many as the days that the heavens are above the 
earth. 11111111111111119Deuteronomy $$:$%–&$

A*0,+# said to Moses: Speak to the people Israel, and in-
struct them that in every generation they shall put tzitzit on 
the corners of their garments, placing a thread of blue on 
the tzitzit, the fringe of each corner. That shall be your tzitzit; 
you shall look at it and remember all the mitzvot of A*0,+#, 
and fulfill them, and not be seduced by your eyes and heart 
as they lead you astray. Then you will remember and fulfill 
all My mitzvot, and be holy before your God. I am A*0,+# 

your God, who brought you out of the land 
of Egypt to be your God. I am A*0,+# your 
God—1111111111Numbers $':%(–"$

  Truly
When there is a minyan, the leader adds:
! A*0,+# your God—truly—
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)6 >3: 4.-- "#&1 6 ,4 " !# !" *( 
0/'1 ! 23. This description of re-

ward and punishment has 
been a source of theologi-
cal struggle for every Jewish 
generation, including those 
of the biblical era itself, and 
many Reform and some 
Reconstructionist congre-
gations omit this paragaph. 
While our life experience 
often belies a belief in di-
rect and immediate reward 
and punishment, in reciting 
this passage we may open 
ourselves to the suggestion 
that the consequences of 
our moral and immoral 
behavior resound in the 
world—though in ways 
that we may not grasp 
and that are beyond our 
comprehension. Jews, who 
have seen empires come 
and go, are witnesses to 
the inner decay wrought by 
corruption, injustice, and 
unbounded power.

B(3'&. +&.( *3 A3+#+ 
" % 23'1 @ %4 "("# + %14' .# 0(. The 
ancient rabbis emphasized 
that the last words of this 
paragraph, about remem-
bering the exodus from 
Egypt, are the prime reason 
for its inclusion in the 
Sh’ma. In Jewish theology, 
the exodus anticipates the 
redemption in the future: 
true freedom. The means of 
achieving redemption, we 
are taught here, is remem-
bering our responsibility to 
live lives that are holy.

'3* D# +#(:E#( D> >3:1 
#>#+ &'( "#&1* .(+ .(& !& 4'@ *( 

6 %)# 8?# 8/ # 8+ H7 04 *( 6 %) *- 0- *@ # 8+ H7 04. The sages 
comment that it is the heart that di-
rects the eyes. What we see depends 
on our perspective, our point of view.

D# "3-> 6# , 23'D *5 6 %&# ,# *" ,(. This is the es-
sence of the Torah: to lead a holy life. 

 )Y .0 GJ &' + _ =1 $9 4/ # ` .A >/ + ^(-X ?J =',5 ./ g07 &' ?A =E (7$ f' "A,3 =/ ! ?3" 3! 6$
,5 D1 &2 6@̂ ?% D7 ?50 g3 .1+ :); </ ) f*)+,- ./ ) d"% >) (/ &5 36 [Q G) 3Z .1 ?- ./

 ) ] .#6+ 6 ZE =7 &2 3_ .1 &J ?# (/,# (U &' + ` =E (- 49 &* e3 8 .1 &A ?\ G9,5 D1 &%0 3Z .1 ?% (% &5
 % .S Y :7 + _ =E (- 49 &* eT 8 .# ") ?J =+ &* ZT &A$#+ =- &* T ^.9 4j &@ ] "E ?\ (N "/ &* A6 [L ?5 G'0

 ) Z .E ?\ =+,P .C 3 ^.1 45 0 ]# &' "k =) e "E ?7 8 "% "S &* Z "E ?5 G1 "/ &* T [ .E ?' .) ?% =5 ZT &@ "S &2
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When there is a minyan, the leader adds:
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Mitzrayim
Mitzrayim [Egypt] is de-
rived from the word mean-
ing “strait,” referring to the 
narrow strips of fertile land 
along the Nile, hemmed 
in by the desert. When we 
speak today about “com-
ing out of Egypt” or the 
liberation we are to seek 
on Pesa:, those “straits” 
are usually reapplied to 
our own spiritual situation. 
What is it that is closing us 
in? In what places in our 
lives are we too tight, too 
constricted, unable to see 
or experience life broadly 
and open-handedly? Our 
Mitzrayim is an “Egypt” 
of the mind or soul from 
which we need to make the 
long trek to freedom. 
1Mitzrayim also means 
the place of oppression. 
Jews far from Egypt lived 
in Mitzrayim for many 
centuries, whether it was 
called Spain, Germany, 
Morocco, or Russia. As 
the tale of Exodus has 
become the property of all 
humanity, we see that such 
“Egyptian” bondage exists 
everywhere, including our 
own country. We just- 
liberated slaves are sup-
posed to know what to do 
when we see it. Even when 
we are on the other side of 
the master-slave relation-
ship, we cannot be blind to 
the familiar reality.

—+%;(.% /%!!,

An alternate version of this b’rakhah may be found on page !$b.

First B’rakhah after the Sh’ma 
This is our enduring a<rmation, binding on us:  
that A*0,+# is our God and there is none other, 
and we, Israel, are God’s people. 
God is our sovereign, redeeming us from earthly rulers, 
delivering us from the hand of all tyrants,
bringing judgment upon our oppressors 
and just retribution upon all our mortal enemies,
performing wonders beyond understanding
and marvels beyond all reckoning.
God places us among the living, 
not allowing our steps to falter, 
and leads us past the false altars of our enemies,
exalting us above all those who hate us.
A*0,+# avenged us with miracles before Pharaoh,
o7ered signs and wonders in the land of Egypt. 
God [some omit on Shabbat: smote, in anger, all of Egypt’s firstborn,] 
brought Israel from its midst to lasting freedom, 
and led them through the divided water of the Sea of Reeds. 
As their pursuers and enemies drowned in the depths,
God’s children beheld the power of the Divine; 
they praised and acknowledged God’s name, 
Ha-ma'avir banav bein gizrei yam suf,
et rodfeihem v’et soneihem bi-t’homot tiba.
V’ra'u vanav g’vurato, shib&u v’hodu lishmo,   

              We continue on page !!.
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*".+ .+ 3:1 #'(:1.'/ &6-
6.1%&*.3' " !?.(1 G4 %(. So closely 
was the Sh’ma linked with 
this b’rakhah, the blessing of 
redemption, that the rabbis 
insisted that its first word—
“truly”—be recited along 
with the very last words of 
the Sh’ma, so the leader reads 
them together upon comple-
tion of the Sh’ma: Adonai  
eloheikhem emet. Thus we  
a$rm that God is true, or 
truth itself. 

73( +%3*# " %.) 0.1 0". As the 
biblical account of the exodus 
from Egypt exemplifies, it is 
an unfortunate reality that 
sometimes freedom from 
oppression is only attained 
through violence. While we 
nevertheless celebrate the 
liberation from oppression, the 
very violence of the process is a 
reminder that the world is still 
in need of healing, and that 
the redemption we celebrate is 
yet incomplete. Since Shabbat 
is a vision of a world at peace, 
some omit this phrase on 
Shabbat and reserve it only for 
the weekday liturgy.  

An alternate version of this b’rakhah may be found on page !$b.

 ,09+ 8 :5 47 3 4Q GL &* ,-/$h,5 DK ) 490' </ .* 
 ,6- 450h P+ :/ &* 09+ 8 :); </ )*)+ /0) + =K 

 .6R (7 5 :/ "# ?S =+ 09 ?B8 G9 >/ G*
 ,3+ =1 45 &' @ GQ =' 09 8 :@6C ()

 .3+ =J+ =# "7 .),5 DK I (K =' 09 8 :5 >/6O G) 09 8 :K ?5 G'i
 ,09+ 8 :# "s =' 09 8 45 7 "# ?\ =F G) 5 :/ ")

,09 8 :A ?\ G9 + :% &+6/,5 D1 &5 50' &O 3 :b (A &' () &*i
 ,# .L 8 :B P+ :/ @ (7 -656@ &j ) .S$7 ")
 .# "C ?N =' P+ :/ @ (7 -6/ 45 ?\ =9 &*i

 ,3+ =Q GB (2 09 8 :A ?\ G9 3 "t ()
 .09 8 :5 ?j G# U6R G5 P (- 49 /; &*i

 ,09+ 8 :% &+6/ -6' "2 5 G7 09 8 :1+ =# ?@ (R ()
 .09+ 8 :/ &96S,5 DK 5 G7 098 :9 ?# GL 3 .#8 4Q G*i

 ,)$7 ?# (\ &2 ) "' 4L ?90 3+ =u =9 09 8 "b ) .S 8$7 ")
 .3 "B + :9 &2 - (' ?@ (/ &2 3+ =- &\6'0 -6-6/i

  [some omit on Shabbat: ,3 =+ 8 "# ?J =' + :#61 &2,5 DK 6- "# ?% .7 &% ) .K (R ()]
 .3 4567 -0# :B &5 3 "16E =' 5 :/ "# ?S =+ 6R (7,- ./ / :J6Q G*

 ,I0N 3 G+ + :# ?h =O P+ :2 *+ 49 42 #+ =% >7 (R ()
.7 (2 =U -6'6) ?- =2 3 .)+ :/ &96S,- ./ &* 3 .)+ :\ &@6#,- ./i

 ,6- "#0% &O *+ 49 4% 0/ "# &*
,6' ?A =5 0@6) &* 0B &2 =Ai

      We continue on page !!.
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! willingly accepting God’s sovereignty.
Then Moses, Miriam, and the people Israel joyfully  
1sang to You:
! U-malkhuto b’ratzon kiblu aleihem, moshe u-miryam u-v’nei 
yisrael l’kha anu shirah, b'sim&ah rabah v’amru khulam:

“Who is like You, A*0,+#, among the mighty! 
Who is like You, adorned in holiness, 
revered in praise, working wonders!”
Mi khamokha ba-eilim Adonai, mi kamokha nedar bakodesh,
nora t’hilot, oseh feleh.

Your children recognized Your sovereignty, as You split the 
sea before Moses. “This is my God,” they responded, and 
said:

“A*0,+# will reign forever and ever.”
Malkhut’kha ra’u vanekha, bokei'a yam lifnei moshe,
zeh eili anu v’amru: Adonai yimlokh l’olam va-ed.

! And so it is written: “A*0,+# has rescued Jacob and  
redeemed him from the hand of those more powerful  
than he.” 
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who redeemed the people Israel.

!"#$%&'$ ()* #+"&, · #"'&( · '$- .$"$ #'* /"/ &01  44

F3>6:--> +&'/ .(+ *1 !4 *( .(? !/. 
Literally, “they responded 
and said.” Basing himself 
on the "st-century report 
of Philo of Alexandria, the 
modern scholar Reuven 
Kimelman argues that the 
verb anu, “responded,” re-
fers to the antiphonal male 
and female choruses in the 
ancient synagogue. Thus, 
the men would say Adonai 
yimlokh, “Adonai will reign”; 
the women would respond:  
l’olam va-ed, “forever and 
ever.”

A.1.&% 6 !# *+ ,1. The Torah 
tells us that after the 
deliverance at the Sea, 
Moses led the men in song; 
Miriam, in response, led the 
women in joyous singing.

2"3 .+ -.;# <3: " !) $'1 !) # ,1. 
Exodus "*:"".

BGCHB) 4.-- 1#./'  E<'@ *1 ,# "("#. Exodus "*:").

BGCHB) "&+ 1#+E:#( "("# " !D !9 # ,.). Jeremiah (":"".

I#(##%#( @ 04 !.I. The verb is in the past tense, unlike all the other 
b’rakhot of the Sh’ma, which are in the present tense. It is as if a 
community that truly is able to recite the Sh’ma together must 
already have been redeemed. (based on Franz Rosenzweig)

 ,3 .)+ :5 >7 05 &2 =L P6J "# &2 6-01 ?5 G'0 "
 ) "#+ =A 09 47 T &5 5 :/ "# ?S =+ + :9 ?%0 3 4+ ?# ='0 ) .A$'

e3 "b W1 0# &' "/ &* ,) "2 (# ) "B ?' =S &2
 ,!$!" . E/ F+ 4; ! 4%8 G) 4% " E)

 ,H 208 GI 9; & 4J K+ 2L ! 4%8 G) 4M " E) 
.+ 2/ G 2N ! FO8 G( ,#8P E! 6# + 4&5L

 ,) .A$' + :9 ?\ =5 3 4+ (7 8 :L62 ,T+8 .9 4% 0/ "# T &-01 ?5 G' 
e0# &' "/ &* 09 47 + =5 :/ ) .h

.0 2( 3$ . 4/8( 6/ 7Q K) E" !$!"
 ,%$L >7 G+,- ./ )*)+ ) "@ "\ + =K e# (' </ .9 &* "

 .0F 8 .R =' L 4h 4B @ GQ =' 65 4/ ?j0
 .5 :/ "# ?S =+ 5 G/ 4O ,)*)+ ) "E (/ !0# "2
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Shelter Me in a Leaf
Shelter me in a leaf,
Shelter me in a stone,
I envy them their sure peace.
Shelter me, God,
Protect and conceal me.
Enclose me in your fences.

Pick me up from the dust
That turns me gray.
Embrace me with your 
1eternity
Like a leaf and a stone
Nourished with dew.

Make me a path of 
1permanence, 
My heart is shadowed.
Anoint me with your dazzle
Which I feel in my breath.

Wash away my trembling.
Wash away doubt.
The nights are ephemeral, 
The days, filled with pain. . . . 
Send Your help, God . . .

—6+*=+ 40"0*0)&6=
(translated by 

Kathryn Hellerstein)

The Canopy of Peace, the 
Sukkah of Peace
Peace comes to us in the rec-
ognition that when we allow 
ourselves to be vulnerable, 
when we recognize that 
we cannot control every-
thing, redemption can be 
achieved. The central image 
in this prayer is the “sukkah 
of peace.” The sukkah is a 
fragile structure, open to the 
elements. Peace is pictured 
not as a temple, solidly built, 
gilded, perhaps ornate, but 
rather as created out of the 
most fragmentary of materi-
als, leaving us vulnerable 
and at risk.

Second B’rakhah after the Sh’ma: 
Peace in the Night
Allow us, A*0,+# our God, to sleep peacefully;
awaken us to life, O sovereign.
Spread over us Your canopy of peace,
restore us with Your good counsel,
and save us for the sake of Your name.
Shield us.
Some omit on Shabbat: 
Remove from us enemies, pestilence, sword, starvation, 
and sorrow; remove the evil forces that surround us.

Shelter us in the shadow of Your wings,
for You, God, watch over and deliver us, 
and You, God, are sovereign, merciful, and compassionate.
! Ensure our going and coming for life and peace, 
1now and forever.
May You spread over us Your canopy of peace.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who spreads the canopy of peace  
over us, over all the people Israel, and over Jerusalem.
Hashkiveinu Adonai eloheinu l’shalom,
v’ha·amideinu malkeinu l’&ayim.
U-fros aleinu sukkat sh’lomekha,
v’takneinu b’eitzah tovah milfanekha,
v’hoshi·einu l’ma·an sh’mekha.
V’hagein ba·adeinu,

Some omit on Shabbat:
v’haseir mei-aleinu oyev, dever, v’&erev, v’ra·av, v’yagon,
v’haseir satan mi-l’faneinu u-mei·a&areinu,

u-v’tzeil k’nafekha tastireinu,
ki El shomreinu u-matzileinu atah,
ki El melekh &anun v’ra&um atah,
! u-sh’mor tzeiteinu u-vo·einu l’&ayim u-l’shalom,
mei-atah v’ad olam.
U-fros aleinu sukkat sh’lomekha.
Barukh atah Adonai, ha-poreis sukkat shalom aleinu 
v’al kol amo yisrael, v’al yerushalayim.
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B--34 :+ . . . *3 +-##5 
.(?$ 8-# ,.) * 23 0". Nighttime may 
provoke fear: What may 
happen to us when we are 
asleep? Will we wake up? 
Each phrase in the opening 
of this prayer begins not 
with a noun as a subject, 
but rather with a verb, 
creating a powerful drama 
of motion and movement, 
an expression of the will 
to live.

I#%39# 613% :+ + 8J !" *( 
.(?# $ 8@ !/ 81. Some Sephardic 
rites follow the custom 
of changing the weekday 
liturgy to accord with the 
spirit of Shabbat. Accord-
ingly they remove the line 
“Remove from us enemies, 
pestilence, sword, starva-
tion. . .”—not wanting to 
even mention on Shabbat 
sources of evil that might 
direct our attention away 
from the peacefulness that 
Shabbat accords. Ashke-
nazic authorities, however, 
feared that if the liturgy 

changed on Shabbat, congregants would be confused as to the proper language 
of this blessing and would cease to include the passage on weekdays. In a society 
that depended on memorization, this may have been a reasonable fear.

@9.- 631E#+ F !K !>3. Literally “Satan.” In the Bible, this term is generally used to refer 
either to evil impulses or to a celestial adversary, but never to a fallen angel.

>3:1 J&'35> 36 5#&E# ;< $ %1 '(@ * 23 & 0.) =J. The weekday version of this b’rakhah ends 
with the words shomer amo yisrael la%ad, “eternal guardian of Your people Israel.” 
Medieval commentators quote the Talmud of the Land of Israel to the e%ect that 
Shabbat itself guards the people Israel, and so the prayer is changed on Shabbat. 
(Oddly, however, the extant versions of the Talmud of the Land of Israel do not 
contain this passage.)
 The phrase sukkat shalom, “canopy (sukkah) of peace,” is seemingly original 
to this prayer. It is not found in the Bible but may allude to Amos +:"", where 
the prophet sees the rebuilding of the fallen sukkah of David as an image of 
redemption; or to Psalm ,#:*, where the poet prays to be hidden in God’s sukkah, 
protected from enemies, while gazing peacefully at God’s countenance.

K#1:+&-#% 6 ,# $ L@ ! 23 .(+ *#. In Jewish thought, the peace of Jerusalem symbolizes univer-
sal peace.

 ,365 4A &5 09+ 8 :); </ )*)+ :L G F'" EM KH 9!
 ,3+ =Q GB &5 09 8 :K ?5 G' 09 8 :@+ =' >7 () &*

 ,T 8 .'65 &A - (K WN 09+ 8 :5 47 S6# ?\0
 ,T+8 .9 4\ &b =' ) "%6U ) "J :7 &2 098 :9 &V G- &*

.T 8 .' &A P (7 8 (' &5 09 8 :7+ =A6) &*
 ,09 8 :@ >7 (2 P :j 4) &*

         Some omit on Shabbat:

 ,P6j 4+ &* ,% "7 "# &* ,% .# 8 .B &* ,# .% 8 .M ,% :+6/ 09+ 8 :5 47 :' # :N ") &* 
 ,09+ 8 :# >B (/ :'0 09+8 :9 4\ &b =' P "U "S # :N ") &*

,09 8 :#+ =E ?N (E T+ 8 .\ 49 &K 5 :J ?%0
 ,) "E 8 "/ 09 8 :5+ =s ('0 09 8 :# &'6A 5 :/ + =K 
 ,) "E 8 "/ 30B (# &* P0F GB ! .5 8 .' 5 :/ + =K

 ,365 4A ?50 3+ =Q GB &5 ,09 8 :/6%0 09 8 :-/ :J #6' ?A0 "
 .3 4567 @ (7 &* ) "E (7 :'

 .T 8 .'65 &A - (K WN 09+ 8 :5 47 S6# ?\0
 09+ 8 :5 47 365 4A - (K WN S :#6C () ,)*)+ ) "E (/ !0# "2 

.3 =+ 8 45 4A0# &+ 5 G7 &* 5 :/ "# ?S =+ 6R (7,5 DK 5 G7 &*
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Vayinafash
Do not read shavat as a 
verb, but as the subject: 
the day of Shabbat. And 
do not construe the verb 
vayinafash as “rested,” 
but rather as “refreshing 
souls.” Thus, the phrase 
may be read as: “Shabbat 
refreshes all souls.” What is 
Shabbat compared to? It is 
like a fountain in the midst 
of a garden: when the 
fountain flows, the entire 
garden flourishes.

—&!5!% (+3+(#% 

N’shamah Y’teirah
Our tradition speaks of a 
very interesting phe-
nomenon concerning 
Shabbat.  During the week 
everyone has a n’shamah, a 
soul.  But on Shabbat we 
receive a n’shamah y’teirah, 
an “additional soul.”  This 
suggests that there is 
some kind of undevel-
oped facet of personality, 
a spiritual dimension, of 
which we remain unaware 
in the normal course of 
events.  On Shabbat we are 
given the time to enrich 
ourselves by developing or 
creating this extra spiritual 
dimension. 

—>#,'(+& >!"#

Biblical Sanctification of the Day
We recite the following biblical passages while standing.

On Shabbat:
The people Israel shall observe Shabbat, maintaining it as an 
everlasting covenant throughout all generations. It is a sign 
between Me and the people Israel for all time, that in six days 
A*0,+# made the heavens and the earth, and on the seventh 
day, ceased from work and rested.
V’shamru v’nei yisrael et ha-shabbat, 
la'asot et ha-shabbat l’dorotam b’rit olam. 
Beini u-vein b’nei yisrael ot hi l’olam, 
ki sheishet yamim asah Adonai et ha-shamayim v’et ha-aretz, 
u-vayom ha-sh’vi·i shavat vayinafash.

On Festivals:
Thus Moses proclaimed the festivals of A*0,+# to  
the people Israel.

&atzi Kaddish
Leader:

May God’s great name be exalted and hallowed throughout 
the created world, as is God’s wish. May God’s  
sovereignty soon be established, in your lifetime and  
in your days, and in the days of all the house of Israel.  
And we say: Amen.

Congregation and Leader:

May God’s great name be acknowledged forever and ever! 
Y’hei sh’meih raba m’varakh l’alam u-l’almei almaya.

Leader:

May the name of the Holy One be acknowledged and  
cele brated, lauded and worshipped, exalted and honored,  
extolled and acclaimed—though God, who is blessed,  
b’rikh hu, is truly [on Shabbat Shuvah we add: far] beyond all  
acknowledgment and praise, or any expressions of  
gratitude or consolation ever spoken in the world.  
And we say: Amen.

On Shabbat, we continue with the Amidah on the next page.
On Festivals, we continue with the Amidah on page $"&.
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   We recite the following biblical passages while standing.

   On Shabbat:

 ,# 4; 9R 9!S# 2+ / F+ 4& KO E" " FL 6' :& 6) 4H 6$
 .. 4/5( #" E& 6; . 4#8&80 6/ # 4; 9R 9!S# 2+ #5O =( 9/

 ,. 4/5( 6/ +" E! #5+ / F+ 4& KO E" " FL 6; T" F': " EL" F; 
 ,U 2& G 4+ 4!S# 2+ 6$ . E" G 9) 4R 9!S# 2+ !$!" ! 4O 4( ." E) 3" # 2H G FH " EM

 .H 9N 3V EB C$ # 9' 4H " E(" E' 6R 9! .5B C':
   On Festivals:

.5 :/ "# ?S =+ + :9 &2 5 ./ ,)*)+ + :@ >76',- ./ ) .A$' # :2 (@ ?+ G*

A+ =M GL + =J >B
Leader:

 ,/ "2 (# m :' &A A (M GL ?- =+ &* 5 GM GO ?- =+
 ,m :-07 ?# =K ,/ "# &% + =M / "' &5 47 &2 

 P61+ :'6+ ?%0 P61+ :Q GB &2 m :-01 ?5 G' !+ =5 ?' G+ &*
 ,5 :/ "# ?S =+ -+ :2,5 D1 &@ + :Q GB ?%0

.T F) 4+ 0# ?' =/ &* ,%+ =# 4L P (' ?h =%0 / 45 4j >7 (2 
Congregation and Leader:

.+ 3B C) 6/ 4( " F) 6/ 4( K/: . 9/ 4( 6/ 7 9& 4' 6) + 4; 9& W F) 6H + F! 6" 
Leader:

 / :t G9 ?- =+ &* 3 ('6# ?- =+ &* # (/ "C ?- =+ &* B (2 (E ?A =+ &* ! (# "2 ?- =+ 
,+:! 7" E& 6; ,/ "A ?@ WL &M m :' &A 5 Gb () ?- =+ &* ) .b (7 ?- =+ &* # (M () ?- =+ &*

[on Shabbat Shuvah we substitute: ,5 DK =' / "b 8 :7 &5 / "b 8 :7 &5] ,5 DK P =' / "b 8 :7 &5
 ,/ "' &5 47 &2 P "#+ =' >/ (M / "- "' "B .9 &* / "- "B &2 ?A WE / "- "#+ =A &* / "- "1 ?# =2

.T F) 4+ 0# ?' =/ &*
On Shabbat, we continue with the Amidah on the next page.
On Festivals, we continue with the Amidah on page $"&.

!"# 5#35-# )+1&#- +"&-- 
3D+#19# @ 84 !+ *>3 ,# # 8? *- .(+ *1 ! 23 *(. 
Exodus (":"-–"#.

!?L$ AC$@$ 0ICJ8B)A@G 
" % 23'1 + 8.- 0D *# 0(. Leviticus ,(:!!. 

B'( 1#+*#( 23 09 !.? ,.# 0(. Or: 
“was refreshed.” The basic 
root meaning of this verb is 
“to breathe”; it is related to 
the noun nefesh, meaning 
“person” (i.e., the species in 
whom God has blown the 
breath of life). When one 
rests, one infuses oneself 
with a new breath of life. 
The peculiarity of the 
phrasing of this verse gave 
birth to the idea of the 
n’shamah y’teirah, the “ad-
ditional soul” granted us on 
Shabbat. (Reuven Hammer, 
adapted)

M&*N. O&((.+". As re-
marked upon earlier, the 
evening service consists of 
two central moments: the 
recitation of the Sh’ma, 
and the Amidah (the silent 
personal prayer). The .atzi 
Kaddish separates the two 
sections. Its central line, 
y’hei sh’meih raba m’varakh, 
“May God’s great name be 
acknowledged,” expresses 
the same thought as the 
call to worship, Bar’khu, 
with which the evening 
service began. It is as if the 
leader is calling us to a new 
service of personal prayer 
that begins here.
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The Festivals
The festivals are the 
unbroken master code of 
Judaism. Decipher them 
and you will discover the 
inner sanctum of this 
religion. Grasp them and 
you hold the heart of the 
faith in your hand.

—!"#!$% %"&&$'&"% 

Three Steps Forward
While the Temple stood 
in Jerusalem, the people 
Israel would make 
pilgrimages there three 
times a year: on Pesa(, 
Shavuot, and Sukkot. 
For this reason, these 
festivals are known as the 
shalosh r’galim, the three 
pilgrimage festivals, from 
the word regel (“foot”). 
As we take three steps 
forward at the beginning 
of our Amidah, we might 
think of ourselves as 
symbolically beginning 
a pilgrimage through 
prayer—together with 
our fellow Jews—to 
the closeness with God 
and each other that was 
once experienced in the 
Temple.

Praying
Every fiber of my being 
was created by You;
every bone of my body 
bends to thank You.
May this chanted o)er-
ing find favor with You.
—after *&+,-.+ +./&#!

!"#$ ,%&'"( ,%&)'* :)+, -+&. !/&$*The Festival Amidah: Arvit, Sha(arit, Min(ah
!"#$%&. The festival 
Amidah expresses the 
appreciation of the festival 
as a special gift. It contains 
the same three introduc-
tory b’rakhot and three 
concluding b’rakhot as 
every Amidah or Silent 
Prayer. The middle b’rakhah 
emphasizes and elaborates 
on the joy of the festival.

'()$#)* +&( ,)((- %)$ 
./0#)*. Bowing was a 
natural way to engage 
in prayer and indeed is a 
mode of worship in many 
religious traditions. The 
midrash imagines that 
though pilgrims crowded 
into the Temple precincts 
on the festivals, the space 
was expansive enough for 
all to prostrate themselves 
(Pirkei Avot !:").

!$/)%#, /1() "2 3#1- ! "#$% &' 
( ")* +, -)* ! .* ", +/0. Psalm !#:#".

4%+5#%56&- %)$ 7%+5#-
%56&-. The midrash 
associates the festival 
calendar with many sig-
nificant events in the lives 
of our early ancestors. 
For example, Abraham 
and Sarah’s welcoming of 
passing strangers as guests, 
and the birth of Isaac the 

following year, were said to have occurred on Pesa$. For us, too, Pesa$ is a time to extend hospital-
ity to guests, to o%er and receive blessings from each other, and may be a time of rebirth. Mount 
Moriah, where Isaac was bound, became associated with the Sinai revelation occurring on Shavuot. 
As Abraham and Isaac saw a vision of God that was terrifying but at the same time life-a&rming, 
so too do we, on Shavuot, open ourselves to revelation that becomes our source of vitality, even 
as it shakes us to the core. And the Torah records that Jacob, who left the comforts of home and 
remained ever on a journey, dwelled “in Sukkot” (Genesis '':#")—which in its biblical context prob-
ably referred to a place-name, but may also be interpreted to mean “booths,” like those in which 
the Israelites dwelled. We too build and dwell in booths, dislocating ourselves to become emo-
tional and spiritual “wanderers.”

8($(("(5 1 2' $34. The primary Jewish image of redemption is the exodus from Egypt. In Jewish 
thought, freedom and redemption are tied to the achievement—our own personal achievement, 
as well as the world’s hoped-for achievement—of a just and moral world.

A transliteration of the opening b’rakhot of the Amidah may be found on  
page !"". The sign b indicates the places to bow. The Amidah concludes on 
page #$!. 

[Leader, at Min%ah only: .!"# $ %&'( %) ) *+ $,- !. /& ,( /0 12 *( &3&# 4 %5 # 67]
.8 $ *9 /: 6& ;< +# 6= ># # 6?! ,@ /< 1? 6< # >9 /? ;A # B",+ C(

 With Patriarchs:

 ,&3&# & /< D( )*+ ,- & 
 ,!"# $ %9E. C( # %&'( %3 !"# $ %&' F( 

 # %&' F( ,4 /& /0 1. D( # %&' F(
 ) %( /& ,.,2 CG ># # %&'( %3 ,2 B@ 1H 6#

 ,( /0EI >& ;3 0EJ 6= >& )E+ B= >&
 4# 6+ /K C@ ) %LE= ,ME# 1) *G ) %( 

,),7 D& & %"E2 ;3 ,4# 6.EN
 ,9E. /( # %+ 1K D@ 0 %OEP ;3

 4 *&# %" ;. # %" 1. 6) ) %(E- (# 6. %L!
.& /. C& D( ;J EL ;5 M DG $ DL ;)

 .M %- BL! DG# $ 65EL! 0 %PEG Q *) $ *L
 ,&3&# & /< D( Q!0 /J b 

.4 /& /0 1. D( M %- BL

With Patriarchs and Matriarchs:

 ,&3&# & /< D( )*+ ,- &
 !"# $ %9E. C( # %&'( %3 !"# $ %&' F(

 ,4 /& /0 1. D( # %&' F( ,[!"# $ %9ER 6( ;3]
 ,.,2 CG ># # %&'( %3 ,2 B@ 1H 6# # %&' F(
 ,& B2 1. 60 # %&' F( ,& /0 /A # %&' F(
 ,& /( %) # %&'( %3 ,) %@ /0 # %&' F(

 ,( /0EI >& ;3 0EJ 6= >& )E+ B= >& ) %( /&
 4# 6+ /K C@ ) %LE= ,ME# 1) *G ) %( 

 0 %OEP ;3 ,),7 D& & %"E2 ;3 ,4# 6.EN
 ,[9E& /R 6( ;3] 9E. /( # %+ 1K D@ 
 4 *&# %" ;. # %" 1. 6) ) %(E- (# 6. %L! 

.& /. C& D( ;J EL ;5 M DG $ DL ;)
 + %2E?! 0 %PEG Q *) $ *L

.M %- BL! DG# $ 65EL!
 ,&3&# & /< D( Q!0 /J b

.& /0 /A + %2E?! 4 /& /0 1. D( M %- BL

A transliteration of the opening b’rakhot of the Amidah may be found on 
page !"". The sign  a indicates the places to bow. The Amidah concludes on 
page #$!. 

[Leader, at Min%ah only: As I proclaim the name A-0$.!,
 give glory to our God.]
A-0$.!, open my lips that my mouth may speak Your praise.

First B’rakhah: Our Ancestors
With Patriarchs:

a Barukh atah A!"#$%,
our God and God of our 1
1ancestors,
God of Abraham, God of 
1Isaac, and God of Jacob,
great, mighty, awe-inspiring,
1transcendent God,
who acts with kindness
1and love, and creates all,
who remembers the loving
1deeds of our ancestors,
and who will lovingly bring a
1redeemer to their children’s 
1children for the sake of 
1divine honor.
You are the sovereign  
who helps and saves  
and shields. 

a Barukh atah A!"#$%, 
Shield of Abraham.

With Patriarchs and Matriarchs:

a Barukh atah A!"#$%,
our God and God of our
1ancestors,
God of Abraham, God of 
1Isaac, and God of Jacob,
God of Sarah, God of
1Rebecca, God of Rachel,
1and God of Leah,
great, mighty, awe-inspiring,
1transcendent God,
who acts with kindness
1and love, and creates all,
who remembers the loving
1deeds of our ancestors,
and who will lovingly bring a
1redeemer to their children’s 
1children for the sake of 
1divine honor.
You are the sovereign  
who helps and guards,  
saves and shields. 

a Barukh atah A!"#$%, 
Shield of Abraham and 
Guardian of Sarah.

Siddur Lev Shalem. Copyright © 2016 by the Rabbinical Assembly. 
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The Journey
We guard our mystery 
with care. It is our source 
of power. . . . It is the force 
that drew us out of slavery, 
that drives us on relent-
lessly. . . . We are a rabble 
of former slaves, bound to 
one another, unwillingly 
on our way to a land of 
promise.

—20$.3+.$ 4.%0$&3

 ,# B",+ C( 4 B)EG ;) +.- /0 ! ,1 23
 ,& /< D( 4# 69 %L & %S >@ ;L

. DG# $ 65E& ;) . D0
The following is added at Arvit and Sha%arit on the first day of Pesa%, 
at Min%ah on Sh’mini Atzeret, and at all services on Sim%at Torah:

  ,4 *5$ /= >& +# 60EL! D@! $0 /& .# 6T DL 
[At all other times, some add:  ,) /U D& +# 60EL] 

 ,+ *K $ *@ ;J 4# 6S >@ ) %7 1) >O ;L
 ,4# 6J D0 4# 6L C@ D0 ;J 4# 69 %L & %S >@ ;L

 ,4# 60!K C( 0# 6< DL! ,4# 6)E@ ( %?E0 ;3 ,4# 6) ;?E" Q %LEK 
.0 /? /G # %" %5# 6) E9 B"!L F( 4 %S >2 1L!

 ,Q /: & *LE $V # 6L! 9E0!. ;= ) >G $ DJ 8E $L /O # 6L
 .& /G!5 ;# D@# $ 6L 1H DL! & *S >@ 1L! 9# 6L %L Q *) $ *L

 .4# 69 %L 9E# C@ D& ;) & /< D( M /L F( *" ;3 
.4# 69 %R D& & %S >@ ;L ,&3&# & /< D( Q!0 /J

When the Amidah is recited silently, continue on page #&' with !" #$% &' ( &)* +,.

Second B’rakhah: God’s Saving Care
You are ever mighty, A-0$.!— 
You give life to the dead—
great is Your saving power:

The following is added at Arvit and Sha%arit on the first day of Pesa%, 
at Min%ah on Sh’mini Atzeret, and at all services on Sim%at Torah:
You cause the wind to blow and the rain to fall,
[At all other times, some add: You cause the dew to fall,]

You sustain the living through kindness and love, 
and with great mercy give life to the dead, 
You support the falling, heal the sick,
loosen the chains of the bound, 
and keep faith with those who sleep in the dust. 
Who is like You, Almighty,
and who can be compared to You?  
The sovereign who brings death and life
and causes redemption to flourish.
M’khalkel $ayim b’$esed, 
m’$ayeih meitim b’ra$amim rabim, 
somekh noflim v’rofei $olim u-matir asurim,  
u-m’kayem emunato lisheinei afar.  
Mi khamokha ba·al g’vurot umi domeh lakh,  
melekh meimit u-m’$ayeh u-matzmia$ y’shuah.

You are faithful in bringing life to the dead.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who gives life to the dead.

When the Amidah is recited silently, continue on page #&' with “Holy are You.”

6%9-(- 5($("1+#/) +/ 
:3/95#-& 5 "6 )3 70 +! .(! 8 -9 +: .9)3.  
The Hebrew verb is used 
to refer to that which is 
planted and begins to grow. 
All the festivals celebrate 
the exodus from Egypt and 
represent elements of the 
story of the march to free-
dom. But the account in 
the Torah specifically ends 
before the entrance to the 
Land of Israel. The festivals 
both celebrate liberation 
and also remind us that 
we are still on the way to 
the full achievement of 
redemption. In that sense, 
the possibilities for salva-
tion have been planted but 
they have not yet come to 
fruition.

;#<(- 3#:( +/ +&( $(%$ 
;! -* 2)9 .5 5 2)! .( +9. The concept 
of giving life to the dead 
has particular resonance on 
the festivals, which recall 
the various stages of our 
ancestors’ journey from en-
slavement in Egypt to the 

promised land. While life after death was certainly understood in Jewish 
tradition in personal terms, frequently in Jewish thought the language of 
reviving the dead was understood as a metaphor for national revival—as, 
for example, in the prophet Ezekiel’s vision of the awakening of the val-
ley of dry bones (chapter '"), read as the haftarah on the intermediate 
Shabbat of Pesa$. In our own day, Zionism is seen as a contemporary 
experience of this image.
 But on the personal level as well, the festivals have something to tell 
us about life and death. Egyptians saw life as ancillary to death: the pyra-
mids are Egypt’s great monuments to the next world, and their scripture 
was the Egyptian Book of the Dead—providing instruction in how to 
mediate the afterlife. The Torah, on the other hand, never specifically 
mentions life after death, but instead teaches us how to live this life. 
While many later Jewish thinkers elaborated descriptions of the afterlife, 
they never lost sight of living in this world properly. On the festivals, we 
may be especially mindful of having been brought from a culture that 
glorified death into a vision grounded in the embrace and celebration 
of life and, metaphorically, giving life—here and now—to what was 
thought dead.

Siddur Lev Shalem. Copyright © 2016 by the Rabbinical Assembly. 
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+&( =($9-&%&. There are 
several forms and versions 
of the Kedushah. When-
ever the Kedushah appears 
in the Amidah, it always 
contains at least three 
verses: Isaiah’s vision of the 
angels reciting “Holy, holy, 
holy. . .” ((:'), Ezekiel’s ac-
count of hearing heavenly 
voices calling “Praised is 
Adonai’s glory . . .” while he 
was being carried by the 
wind to his fellow exiles 
in Babylon (':#)), and a 
concluding verse from 
Psalms expressing God’s 
timeless sovereignty, “Ado-
nai will reign…” (#*(:#+). 
The leader o%ers an 
introduction to each verse, 
elaborating on its meaning. 
In the morning, when we 
have more time to spend 
in prayer, the introductions 
are more elaborate; Min$ah 
is a much shorter service, 
so in the afternoon these 
introductions are shorter. 
The separate columns here 
highlight the di%erences 
between the two versions.
 The liturgy sees narra-
tives not only as reports 
of past events, but also as 
paradigms for the present. 
The visions of Isaiah and 
Ezekiel can be understood 
as more than their first- 
person reports of encoun-
ters with God; they are also 
calls for us to see ourselves 
in an ongoing relationship 
with God. In this spirit, 
the concluding biblical 
verse, which talks of God’s 
eternal sovereignty, can be 
interpreted to mean that 
the heavens can open up 
for us, too.

Third B’rakhah: God’s Holiness
&'( )(!*+'$'
The Kedushah is recited only with a minyan and is said while standing. 

We hallow Your name in this world as it is hallowed in the high  
heavens, as Your prophet Isaiah described: 
Each cried out to the other:

From generation to generation we will declare Your greatness, and 
forever sanctify You with words of holiness. Your praise will never 
leave our lips, for You are God and Sovereign, great and holy. Barukh 
atah A!"#$%, the Holy God. 

We continue on the next page with the Fourth B’rakhah, “You have chosen us.”

At Sha%arit we recite:

“Holy, holy, holy is A!"#$% Tz’va·ot, 
the whole world is filled with God’s 
glory!”
Kadosh, kadosh, kadosh Adonai Tz’va,ot, 
m’lo khol ha-aretz k’vodo.
Then in thunderous voice, rising 
above the chorus of serafim, other 
 heavenly beings call out words of 
blessing: “Praised is A-0$.!’s glory 
wherever God dwells.”
Barukh k’vod Adonai mimkomo.

Our sovereign, manifest Yourself from 
wherever You dwell, and rule over 
us, for we await You. When shall You 
rule in Zion? Let it be soon, in our day, 
and throughout all time. May You be 
exalted and sanctified in Jerusalem, 
Your city, from one generation to an-
other, forever and ever. May our eyes 
behold Your dominion, as described 
in the songs of praise o)ered to You 
by David, rightfully anointed: 

“A-0$.! will reign forever; your God, 
O Zion, from generation to genera-
tion. Halleluyah!”
Yimlokh Adonai l’olam, elohayikh tziyon
l’dor vador, hal’luyah.

The Kedushah is recited only with a minyan and is said while standing. 

 ,4 B)EG /J 8 1L 65W9 *( 5 %V >2 ;" 
 ,4E0 /L # %L 15 6J E9E( 4# 65# 6V 12 >R *5 4 %5 ;7 

 X0 DL /( ;3 & *P ) *( & *P ( /0 B2 ;3 ,8 $ *(# 6. ;" + ># ) >G .!9 /7 D7

.5# 6V 12 >" 8 ;9 /T Y+ ;2 4# 6@ /H ;" @ DH$ %" 1)! ,8$ *) 1+ Z= +# 6= >" 0E+ B3 0E+ ;)
 ,+ *G B3 4 B)EG ;) 5!L B# (' !"# $ 6[ 6L !"# $ %&' F( 8 C@ 1. 65 ;3 

.& /< $ /( 5E+ B2 ;3 )E+ B= Q *) $ *L ) %( # 67
 .5E+ /\ D& ) %( /& ,&3&# & /< D( Q!0 /J

We continue on the next page with the Fourth B’rakhah, )$- . /)* 01 +2 03 ( &)* +,.

At Sha%arit we recite:

 4." 56 ,4." 56 ,4." 56 
 ,&.3 ,7 89 !:!# 

 ..".7 8; < =+ > ,3 ,!?' @A 3B 8$
 0# 6V D( )E+ B= 5 DG $ D0 )E2 ;J P B(

 ,)E2 4# 6G# 6L 15 DL 2 BP B@ ;3
 ,4# 6? /0 ;A 9 DR YG ;) 4# 6( ;] >" 19 6L

X!0 $ %L(,# Q!0 /J 4 /9 /R YG ;)
 ..$.6 8C /$ !:!# ".7 8; )*+ ,-

 , DG# $ 6?E9 !" $ %7 1) >L 8 ;LE2 ;R 6L
 4# 67 D@ ;L # 67 ,!"# $ %) BG Q' 1L 69 ;3

 Q' 1L 6< # >9 /L .Q B) !" 1@$ >" C(
 ,!"# $ %L B# ;J .E0 B2 ;J ,MES 6H ;J 
 .ME7 15 6< + *G B3 4 B)EG ;)

 QE9 ;J 5 DV >2 19 69 ;3 ) >V >= 19 6<
 ,8 ;0# 6G 4 6# $ >) B5!0 ;# 

 .4# 6@ /H ;" @ DH$ %" 1)! 0E+ B3 0E+ ;) 
 ,8 $ *9!O 1) >L & B"# $ *( 10 69 !"#$ %"# %G ;3
 ,8$ *̂ YG # %0# 65 ;J 0!L /( /& 0 /. /V D7 
X8 $ *2 1+ 6H D@# $ 65 ;L + 63 B+ # %+ ;# ) >G

 ) /# > 2!B D3 ,E ,'.% 8' !:!# )B F$ /#
 .G 5#*' 8' 2! ,+H" 5: +H" 8' I.J /9

At Min%ah we recite:

 4." 56 ,4." 56 ,4." 56
 ,&.3 ,7 89 !:!# 

 ..".7 8; < =+ > ,3 ,!?' @A 3B 8$
X!0 $ %L(,# Q!0 /J 4 /9 /R YG ;)

 ..$.6 8C /$ !:!# ".7 8; )*+ ,-
 8 ;5 1+ Z2 # %0 1. 6+ 1.!
X0,L( %) .!9 /7

 ) /# > 2!B D3 ,E ,'.% 8' !:!# )B F$ /#
 .G 5#*' 8' 2! ,+H" 5: +H" 8' I.J /9

At Min%ah we recite:

“Holy, holy, holy is A!"#$% Tz’va·ot, 
the whole world is filled with God’s 
glory!”
Kadosh, kadosh, kadosh Adonai Tz’va,ot, 
m’lo khol ha-aretz k’vodo.
Others respond with praise:

“Praised is A-0$.!’s glory wher-
ever God dwells.”
Barukh k’vod Adonai mimkomo.

As the psalmist sang:
A-0$.! will reign forever; your 
God, O Zion,  
from generation to generation. 
Halleluyah!
Yimlokh Adonai l’olam, elohayikh tziyon 
l’dor vador, hal’luyah.
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Holiness
Holiness is the mysterious 
center of our existence 
that we can never fully 
grasp.

The Festivals
The cycle and the rhythms 
of Jewish life and Jewish 
living are embedded 
in the Jewish calendar. 
Each holiday has its own 
message and its own mood, 
and each one guides us on 
our journey through life.

—./.$ /,5.6

Pesa,
For the Jews, freedom is 
just the beginning. It is the 
prerequisite, not the goal. 
The goal leads through the 
ethical to the spiritual: to 
serve God willingly instead 
of Pharaoh forcibly, to be 
part of the sacred instead 
of the mundane, to be 
joined to the ultimate in-
stead of to the finite. When 
Moses first appeared be-
fore Pharaoh to ask for the 
freedom of the Israelites, 
he said. “Thus said Adonai, 
‘Let My people go so that 
they may worship Me in 
the desert’” (Exodus 7:8). 
Freedom with purpose. 
Journey with destination.

—$!$. '&3+ 5."-!$

Shavuot
Somewhere, sometime, something occurred 
that was so awe-inspiring that a people was 
born, their belief system founded on the 
principle that they are holy, connected to one 
another and to the Source—whatever that may 
be—that conferred meaning on them and on 
life everywhere. And in response to that discov-
ery, the Jews pledged themselves, individually 
and collectively, to join their will to God’s and 
to seek to increase holiness in this world.

—$!$. '&3+ 5."-!$

>/32 %5( ?/9 70 $3% "< 5 ")* .'. 
The pilgrimage journey we 
make on the festivals is to 
a place and a moment of 
holiness. That moment of 
holiness is celebratory—full 
of life, embodying the full-
ness of being.

?/9 &%<( 6&/-() 9- 5 ")* .' 
)3# 8 = )* +> .( +?. Jewish understand-
ing is that the ritual law 
and ethical law we observe 
is a special gift.

@%33#)* 9- .2 2/95 *5(%+ 
%)$ &/32 )%"( 1 $3% ")4 .5 @A +9 - 70 +3
"*' 8 => "< )3#! 8 21 "6 70 $3% ")< .5 +3. The 

name “Israel” means “wres-
tling with God” (Genesis 
'):)-). Our relationship 
with God, however fraught 
with questions and chal-
lenge, is part of our self-
definition as Jews.

A!BC8D!? EFEGHG;: B>E 
EGD IJ A>!''!B. We 
conclude Shabbat with the 
ceremony of Havdalah. But 
when a festival begins on 
Saturday evening, we do 
not di%erentiate between 
Shabbat and the weekday, 
as is normally the case, 
but between Shabbat and 
the festival. Therefore, this 
prayer—which celebrates 
both Shabbat and the 
festivals—is substituted for 
Havdalah.
 Both Shabbat and the 
festivals are holy days, 

but they are celebrated di%erently. The festivals are 
specifically marked as times of joy and their rules of 
observance are more relaxed. Cooking and carrying 
are permitted on the festivals, but not on Shabbat. 
Biblically, the festivals were times of pilgrimage when 
one brought a freewill o%ering to the Temple. This 
prayer alludes to the joyfulness of the festivals and 
their biblical practice, while proclaiming the holiness 
and specialness of both Shabbat and also the people 
Israel, who observe these times.

The following paragraph is said only when the entire Amidah is recited silently:

 ,5E+ B2 8 1L 65 ;3 4." 56 ! ,1 23
.& B) $ *_ 8! $) ;) >& ;# 4E#W) ZO ;J 4# 65E+ 12!
.5E+ B\ >& ) %( /& ,&3&# & /< D( Q!0 /J

All continue here:

,4# 6R DG /&W) Z7 6L *K > ,1 F+ 2L 87 ! ,1 23
,!" $ /J /9# $ 6H /0 ;3 !" $ /9E( /< 1. $ D& /(

,9E"E5 ;: D&W) Z7 6L !" $ /< 1L DLE0 ;3
,8# $ *9` 1H 6L ;J !" $ /< 15 DV 62 ;3

,8 $ *9 /+E. CG >) !" $ %7 1) >L !" $ /< 1. D0 %2 ;3
 . /9( $ /0 B2 !"# $ %) BG 5E+ B\ >& ;3 )E+ B= >& 8 1L 65 ;3

     
On Saturday evening, the following prayer 
is recited to mark the end of Shabbat:

 ,8 $ *2 1+ 6H # %N ;[ 15 6LW9 *( !"# $ %&' F( &3&# !" $ %G# 6+E< >3 
 .8$ *"EH ;0 # %\ Y@ 9EA CG >) !" $ %+ ;R >) ;< >3 

 ,9 *L F( 9E0E9 ;3 4# 60 /5 ;# 4# 6N /[ 15 6L !"# $ %&' F( !" $ B)WM *< 6< >3 
 ,4# 6.EN 9` 1H 6L! 4# 6\ Y@a

 ,& /. /+ ;" # %= >@ ;3 5 *+ $,2 # %+ CGEL! MEA /A # %I >L ;P !" $ %)# 6@ 1" >< >3
 .) *- $ *0 /& 9 >-# 6- C@ >3 + %GEL +E. 1O! 9 /J D5 9 DT Y+ ;2 !" $ %5# 60E< >3

 ,)E@ ;) 5 *+ $,2 M# %J !"# $ %&' F( &3&# ) %V 1. D< >3
 ,Q *5, $@ ;) 0E( M# %J

 ,4# 6R DG B) ) %( /0 1A 6# M# %J
 .& *A CG DR D& # %L ;# 9 *5 $ %5 ;) # 6G# 6. ;T D& 4E#WM# %J

 , /< 1) $ DV 1. 6& .EN 4E# 9 DT Y+ 12 6) 9 /J D5 9 DT Y+ ;2 M# %J
 . /< 15 $ DV 62 & *A CG DR D& # %L ;# 9 *5 $ %T 6L # 6G# 6. ;T D& 4E#W9 *( ;3

.8 $ *9 /T Y+ 12 6J ) %( /0 1A 6# 8 ;R DGW9 *( /< 15 $ DV 62 ;3 /< 1) $ DV 1. 6&

The following paragraph is said only when the entire Amidah is recited silently:

Holy are You and holy is Your name; 
holy ones praise You each day.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, the Holy God.

All continue here:

Fourth B’rakhah: The Holiness of the Festival
You have chosen us among all peoples, loving us, wanting us. 
You have distinguished us among all nations, making us holy 
through Your commandments, drawing us close to Your  
service, and calling us by Your great and holy name.

On Saturday evening, the following prayer 
is recited to mark the end of Shabbat:

A-0$.! our God, You have taught us Your righteous laws,  
and instructed us to follow in the paths that please You.

You have given us just laws, true teachings, goodly precepts  
and mitzvot.

You have bestowed on us as an inheritance seasons of joy, 
sacred moments, and festivals of free-will o)erings; and You 
have given us a heritage that celebrates the sacredness of 
Shabbat, honors the seasons, and celebrates the festivals.

A-0$.! our God, You have distinguished between the sacred 
and the ordinary, light and darkness, the people Israel and the 
peoples of the world, and between the seventh day and the six 
days of creation.

As You distinguished between Shabbat and the festivals,  
imbuing the seventh day with a sanctity above all other days,  
so have You distinguished and endowed Your people Israel 
with Your holiness.
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KHB> LIFE 5 "? &5 .' +)?. Shab-
bat is seen as a special and 
loving gift given to us by 
God.

7%2 +&( +&/9*&+ /: 9- 
5#-( 91 %)$ 5(%6& ?/9 
'$? "! +3 5 B1 &6 .!. This paragraph 
asks God to keep certain 
things in mind, naming ob-
jects of remembrance that 
move from the present, us, 
to the past, our ancestors, 
and then to future hope: 
the redemption of the 
people Israel. 

The words in brackets are added when a Festival falls on Shabbat.

& /. C& D( ;J !"# $ %&' F( &3&# !" $ B)WM *< 6< >3
 ,& /@ 1L 6A ;) 4# 6+ CGEL[! & /@!" 1L 6) 9E9 /J D5] 

[4E#W9 *( ;3 & *̂ >& 9 /J DT D&] 4E#W9 *( ,MEA /A ;) 4# 6I >L 1P! 4# 6= >@
 On Pesa%:

 ,!" $ %9!0 %@ M DL ;P ,& *̂ >& 9Eb DR D& - >@
 On Shavuot:

 ,!" $ %9 /0E< M D< DL M DL ;P ,& *̂ >& 9EG Y. /T D& - >@
 On Sukkot:

 ,!" $ %9 /@ 1L 6A M DL ;P ,& *̂ >& 9E7 Y_ D& - >@
On Sh’mini Atzeret and Sim%at Torah:

 ,!" $ %9 /@ 1L 6A M DL ;P ,& *̂ >& 9 *0 $ *H CG /& - >@ ,# 6"# 6L ;T D&
.4 6# $ /0 1H 6L 9 D(# 6H# 6) 0 *O$ %P ,5 *+, $2 ( /0 12 6L [& /. C& D( ;J]

 ,(,. B# ;3 & *) CG ># ,[!"# $ %9ER 6( ;3] !"# $ %9E. C( # %&'( %3 !"# $ %&' F( 
 !"$ %"E0 1O 6P 0 %O B̂ 6# ;3 + %2 B[ 6# ;3 ,G DL /T 6# ;3 & *H /0 %# ;3 ,& *( /0 %# ;3 DG# $ 6= ># ;3

 D@# $ 65 /L ME0 1O 6P ;3 ,[!"# $ %9ER 6( ;3] !"# $ %9E. C( ME0 1O 6P ;3 ,!"$ %"E+ 12 6?!
 ME0 1O 6P ;3 ,8 $ *5 1+ Z2 0# 6G 4 6# $ >) B5!0 ;# ME0 1O 6P ;3 ,8 $ *V 1. DG + 63 BVWM *J 

 ,& /.EN ;) ,& /N# %) 1? 6) ,8#$ *" B? ;) ) %( /0 1A 6# 9# %J 8 ;R DGW) Z7 
4E# ;J ,4E) B5 1)! 4# 6S >@ ;) ,4# 6L C@ D0 1)! + *K $ *@ 1)! M %@ ;)

 On Pesa%:

 .& *̂ >& 9Eb DR D& - >@
 On Shavuot:

 .& *̂ >& 9EG Y. /T D& - >@
 On Sukkot:

 .& *̂ >& 9E7 Y_ D& - >@
 On Sh’mini Atzeret and Sim%at Torah:

 .& *̂ >& 9 *0 $ *H CG /& - >@ ,# 6"# 6L ;T D&
 ,& /O /0 1. 6) E. !" $ %+ 12 Z?! ,& /.EN ;) EJ ,!"# $ %&' F( &3&# ,!" $ %0 1O cP 

 ,4# 6L C@ D0 ;3 & /G!5 ;# 0 D. 1+ 6.! .4# 6S >@ ;) E. !" $ %G# 65E& ;3 
 ,!"#$ %"# %G 8#$ *) %( # 67 ,!" $ %G# 65E& ;3 !"# $ %) BG 4 %@ D0 ;3 ,!"$ %I Z@ ;3 K!@ 

.& /< $ /( 4!@ D0 ;3 M!I >@ Q *) $ *L ) %( # 67

The words in brackets are added when a Festival falls on Shabbat. 

Lovingly, You have bestowed on us, A-0$.! our God, [Shab-
bat for rest,] festivals for joy, holidays and occasions to delight 
in, among them this [Shabbat and this]

On Pesa%: Festival of Matzot, season of our liberation,
On Shavuot: Festival of Shavuot, season of the giving of 
9our Torah,
On Sukkot: Festival of Sukkot, season of our rejoicing,
On Sh’mini Atzeret and Sim%at Torah: Festival of Sh’mini Atzeret,  
9season of our rejoicing, 

[with love,] a sacred day, a symbol of the exodus from Egypt. 

Our God and God of our ancestors, may the thought of us rise 
up and reach You. Attend to us and accept us; hear us  and re-
spond to us. Keep us in mind, and keep in mind the thought of 
our ancestors, as well as the Messiah, the descendant of David; 
Jerusalem, Your holy city; and all Your people, the house of 
Israel. Respond to us with deliverance, goodness, compassion, 
love, life, and peace, on this

On Pesa%: Festival of Matzot.
On Shavuot: Festival of Shavuot.
On Sukkot: Festival of Sukkot.
On Sh’mini Atzeret and Sim%at Torah: Festival of Sh’mini Atzeret.  

Remember us for good; respond to us with blessing; redeem 
us with life. Show us compassion and care with words of kind-
ness and deliverance; have mercy on us and redeem us.  
Our eyes are turned to You, for You are a compassionate  
and caring sovereign.

Shavuot: Another 
Perspective 
The Torah—the distinctive 
way of life of the Jewish 
people—is part of a cov-
enant with all people. This 
particular people has com-
mitted to journey through 
history, exploring paths 
and modeling moments of 
perfection. But the testi-
mony and example are for 
the sake of humanity.

—!"#!$% %"&&$'&"% 

Sukkot  
Full moon, full harvest, 
full hearts. As the moon of 
Tishrei draws to fullness, 
we are ready to celebrate 
Sukkot—the Festival of 
Huts. We have experi-
enced the moment of 
rebirth, the rediscovery of 
our true identity, the re-
examination of our selves, 
the return to our true 
path—at Rosh Hashanah, 
the moment of new moon. 
We have experienced the 
moment of intense contact 
and reconciliation with 
God on Yom Kippur, in 
the swelling of the moon. 
And now at the full moon, 
we celebrate Sukkot—the 
festival of fulfillment, of 
gathering in the benefits 
that flow from repentance and forgiveness. 
The harvest that takes the form of joy and 
shalom, harmony, in the world.
9But Sukkot is not only the fulfillment of 
the moon of Tishrei. It is also the fulfillment 
of the yearly cycle of the sun. All the sun’s 
work upon the earth comes to fullness as 
the harvest ripens and is gathered in. . . . 
As the moon has rewarded our celebration 
of her birth and growth by bursting into a 
glowing perfect circle, so the earth rewards 
our care of seed and stalk by bursting into 
ripened fruit and grain.

—."3+," :.6;0:
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Sukkot: Another
Perspective
Sukkot reminds us that 
ultimate security is found 
not within the walls of our 
home but in the presence 
of God and one another. 
Indeed, there is a midrash 
that says that sukkot are 
not buildings at all but 
rather the glory of God. 
This holiday helps us un-
derstand that sometimes 
the walls we build to pro-
tect us serve instead to di-
vide us, cut us o), lock us 
in. The walls of our sukkot 
may make us vulnerable, 
but they make us avail-
able, too, to receive the 
kindness and the support 
of one another, to hear 
when another calls out in 
need, to poke our heads 
in to see whether anybody 
is up for a chat and a cup 
of co)ee. In contrast, our 
walls of concrete and steel 
can enslave us in our own 
solitude and loneliness. Sukkot reminds us that freedom is enjoyed best not when we are hidden behind our 
locked doors but rather when we are able to open our homes and our hearts to one another.

—$!$. '&3+ 5."-!$

Sh’mini Atzeret and Sim,at Torah
To be given a Torah to hold is to be given a license to dance. The first time is often a moment of elation as well 
as a rite of adulthood, like being given the keys to the family car. The one with the Torah leads the dancing 
but must also be careful not to drop or mishandle the scroll. Supportive and encouraging, the congregation 
dances—with abandon and love, with joy and energy. But, sooner or later the singing and dancing must stop. 
We open to the last parashah of Deuteronomy and feel the sadness of the Israelites as they watched Moses 
ascend the mountain, this time never to return. Yet, we put aside our sadness and begin again.

—$!$. '&3+ 5."-!$

Embrace Your People
Jewish tradition has dreams, not illusions. It knows that the world is not now a Garden of Eden. Redemption is 
a statement of hope. The Torah o)ers a goal worthy of human e)ort, to be realized over the course of history. 
Through the Jewish way of life and the holidays, the Torah seeks to nurture the infinite love and unending 
faith needed to sustain people until perfection is achieved. It becomes even more necessary to develop staying 
power—for beyond Judaism’s incredible statement that life will totally triumph, it makes an even more remark-
able claim. . . . The ultimate goal will be achieved through human participation. The whole process of trans-
formation will take place on a human scale. Human models, not supernatural beings, will instruct and inspire 
humankind as it works toward the final redemption. Realization of perfection will come not through escape 
from present reality to some idealized utopia, but by improving this world, one step at a time. Universal justice 
will be attained by starting with the natural love and responsibility for one’s family, then widening the concern 
to include one’s people, and eventually embracing the whole world.

—!"#!$% %"&&$'&"%

A-0$.! our God, grant the blessing of Your festivals to us: 
life and peace, joy and delight, as it pleased You to promise 
to bless us. Our God and God of our ancestors, [embrace our 
rest;] make us holy through Your mitzvot and let the Torah be 
our portion. Fill our lives with Your goodness and gladden us 
with Your deliverance. Purify our hearts to serve You truly.
Kad’sheinu b’mitzvotekha v’tein $elkeinu b’toratekha,
sabeinu mi-tuvekha v’sam$einu bishuatekha,
v’taher libeinu l’ovd’kha be-emet.

A-0$.! our God, [loving and willingly] grant that we inherit 
Your holy [Shabbat and] festivals, that the people Israel, who 
make Your name holy, may rejoice with You. Barukh atah  
A!"#$%, who makes [Shabbat,] Israel and the festivals holy.

Fifth B’rakhah: The Restoration of Zion
A-0$.! our God, embrace Your people Israel and their prayer. 
Restore worship to Your sanctuary. May the prayers of the 
people Israel be lovingly accepted by You, and may our service 
always be pleasing. May our eyes behold Your compassionate 
return to Zion. Barukh atah A!"#$%, who restores Your Divine 
Presence to Zion.

,8# $ *+ CGEL 9 D7 10 6J 9 *( !"# $ %&' F( &3&# !" $ %(# 6] D& ;3
,MEA /A 1)! & /@ 1L 6A ;) ,4E) B5 1)! 4# 6S >@ ;)

.!" $ %O ;0 /. ;) /< 10 $ DL /( ;3 /9# $ 6H /0 0 *5 C( D7
[,!" $ %9 /@!" 1L 6. & %H ;0] ,[!"# $ %9ER 6( ;3] !"# $ %9E. C( # %&'( %3 !"# $ %&' F(

,M > =& ,+.& 8- *K > N6 F' =L I N& 8: ,M# > =&O F9 /$ 8- *K > N4 8P Q6
,M > =& ,%*4# /- *K > NL 8C 2R 8: ,M > =7*S /$ *K > N% 8- 2R

,& =$ D3 =- M 8P F7 @% 8' *K > N- /' + N! 2T 8:
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.8 $ *L ;5 # %5 ;V >2 ;L ) %( /0 1A 6# 8 ;. !@ ;L 1A 6# ;3
.4# 6I >L ;̂ >& ;3 ) %( /0 1A 6#[ ;3 9 /J DT D&] 5 %V >2 ;L ,&3&# & /< D( Q!0 /J

 ,4 /9 /: 6? 19 6.! ) %( /0 1A 6# 8 ;R DG ;J ,!"# $ %&' F( &3&# ,! N9 8+
,8 $ *9# %J 0# 6. 1+ 6) & /+E. CG /&W9 *( . %5 /& ;3
 ,MEH /0 ;J ) %J >2 ;9 & /. C& D( ;J 4 /9 /: 6? 19!

.8 $ *R DG ) %( /0 1A 6# 9 D+E. CG +# 6L /< MEH /0 ;) # 6& 19!
.4# 6L C@ D0 ;J MES 6H ;) 8 ;.!5 ;J !"#$ %"# %G & B"#$ *P F@ *9 ;3

.MES 6H ;) E9 B"# 6O ;5 0# 6P C@ DR D& ,&3&# & /< D( Q!0 /J

8(-+/5( 0/5-&#1 +/ ?/95 
-%)6+9%52 C* B' ? 2 70 "5 +3
@A 8 B*! 2)? >! -? +% -1 5 "% $3? &6 "5. The 
dream of a rebuilt Temple 
is a dream of the time 
when those worshipping 
there experienced such 
joy and awe that everyone 
felt spiritually fulfilled and 
cleansed. We pray that 
such a moment may be 
ours, too.

?/95 D#<#)( 45(-()6( 
$3* "#! -D + 70. According to the 
tradition, all of Israel who 
were able went up to Je-
rusalem for the pilgrimage 
festivals. In Jewish memory, 
these occasions were seen 
as times when all the tribes, 
all of Israel, acted as one. 
That fellowship invited the 
Divine Presence to dwell 
among them.
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K( &%<( %30%2- 13%6($ 
/95 &/1( )3#! 8 -)3 -< ; "1 $36 29  
EA "1. Ye$iel Poupko, a con-
temporary rabbi, points to 
the etymology of the word 
here translated as “hope” 
as literally meaning “focus.” 
In this interpretation, to 
hope in God means to be 
focused on God.

Sixth B’rakhah: Gratitude for Life and Its Blessings
When the Amidah is recited silently, we read the following paragraph.
When the Amidah is chanted aloud, the leader reads this paragraph  
as the congregation reads the next passage.

a We thank you, for You are ever our God and the God of our 
ancestors; You are the bedrock of our lives, the shield that 
protects us in every generation. We thank You and sing Your 
praises—for our lives that are in Your hands, for our souls that 
are under Your care, for Your miracles that accompany us each 
day, and for Your wonders and Your gifts that are with us each 
moment—evening, morning, and noon. 
! You are the one who is good, whose mercy is never-ending; 
the one who is compassionate, whose love is unceasing. We 
have always placed our hope in You.

This paragraph is recited by the congregation when the full Amidah is 
repeated by the leader, by custom remaining seated and bowing slightly.
a We thank You for the ability to acknowledge You. You are  
our God and the God of our ancestors, the God of all flesh,  
our creator, and the creator of all. We o)er praise and blessing  
to Your holy and great name, for granting us life and for  
sustaining us. May You continue to grant us life and sus- 
tenance. Gather our dispersed to Your holy courtyards, that  
we may fulfill Your mitzvot and serve You wholeheartedly,  
carrying out Your will. May God, the source of gratitude,  
be praised.

For all these blessings may Your name be praised and exalted, 
our sovereign, always and forever.

May all that lives thank You always, and faithfully praise Your 
name forever, God of our deliverance and help. 
a Barukh atah A!"#$%, Your name is goodness and praise of 
You is fitting.

When the Amidah is recited silently, we read the following paragraph.
When the Amidah is chanted aloud, the leader reads this paragraph as 
the congregation reads the next passage.

 # %&'( %3 !"# $ %&' F( &3&# (!& & /< D( /5 ,) ,' *K FL> QK U3 E# /".$ b 
 !" $ %G 15 6# M %- BL !"#$ %S >@ 0!H .+ *G B3 4 B)EG ;) [!"# $ %9ER 6( ;3] !"# $ %9E. C(
 !"#$ %S >@ ) >G ,8 $ *9 /: 6& ;< 0 %[ DK 1"! 8 ;: & *+E" .0E+ B3 0E+ ;) (!& & /< D( 
 8# $ *_ 6" ) >G ;3 ,Q B) 9E+!2 ;[ D& !"# $ %9EL 15 6" ) >G ;3 8 $ *+ B# ;J 4# 60!K ;R D&
 ,9 %GW) ZO ;J *5 8# $ *9E.EN ;3 8# $ *9E( ;) 1? 6" ) >G ;3 ,!" $ /R 6G 4E#W) ZO ;J *5 
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.Q B) !"# $ 6! 62 4 B)EG %L 8# $ *+ /K C@ !R $ D9 (' # 67 ,4 %@ D0 ;L D& ;3

This paragraph is recited by the congregation when the full Amidah is 
repeated by the leader, by custom remaining seated and bowing slightly.
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 .& B) $ *K !" $ %9 /0 1P *G ;3 !" $ %9 /G!5 ;# ) %( /&
 .9E+E& ;) & *( B" 8 1)! 8 1L 65 .EU D& ,&3&# & /< D( Q!0 /J b

Gratitude
The Torah commands us 
to appear before God on 
each of the three festivals, 
and enjoins us not to ap-
pear empty-handed, much 
as we might bring a gift 
when invited to the home 
of a friend. But what can 
a human being bring to 
God, creator of all? During 
Temple times, additional 
o)erings were made on 
these days, including a to-
dah, or thanksgiving o)er-
ing. In our reality today, in 
addition to giving tzedakah, 
we can fill ourselves with 
gratitude, without which 
we appear empty: thanks-
giving is our o)ering. 
9<asidic masters taught 
that to scowl was to blem-
ish the world and to be 
joyful was the path which 
allowed for true fulfill-
ment of the mitzvot. What 
allows us to be joyful? 
The sense that all that we 
have is a wonderful gift. 
The festivals, with their 
celebration of the seasons 
and of the harvest, are mo-
ments that can especially 
foster this appreciation.
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BKI FE8AHIGA IJ B>E 
AEFEGB> '’8!=>!>. The 
Mishnah records that in 
ancient times the kohanim 
would o%er the Priestly 
Blessing at the conclusion 
of each service (Tamid 
!:#, Taanit *:#), and the 
concluding b’rakhah of the 
Amidah alludes to that 
blessing; the last word of 
the Priestly Blessing is sha-
lom, and the final b’rakhah 
of the Amidah begins with 
that thought.
 There are two di%erent 
versions of the b’rakhah. 
At Sha$arit and Musaf we 
recite Sim Shalom (“Grant 
peace . . .”). At these 
services, even today, the 
kohanim in the Land of 
Israel come to the front of 
the synagogue and formally 
recite the Priestly Blessing; 
therefore, the Sim Shalom 
version of the b’rakhah 
recited at these services 
alludes to the words ut-
tered by the kohanim (for 
instance, to the gift of 
God’s shining face, and to 
the kindness and care that 
is promised as blessing). 
At Min$ah and Arvit we 
recite Shalom Rav (“Grant 
abundant and lasting peace 
. . .”). In these services there 
is no Priestly Blessing, so 
the Shalom Rav version 
of the b’rakhah that we 

recite speaks of God being the master 
of peace who blesses us constantly; 
the words do not refer specifically to 
the Priestly Blessing, but rather to the 
identity of God with peace. 
 As the ancient rabbis remarked, 
peace is one of the names of God (Sifrei 
Numbers *)), and so the last words of 
the Amidah that we recite—whether or 
not there is an accompanying Priestly 
Blessing—speak of peace.

Prayer for Peace 
Each of the festivals serves 
as reminder of the way we 
are to pursue peace. On 
Pesa(, we learn that peace 
is dependent on ending 
the oppression of one peo-
ple by another; on Shavuot, 
that it demands proper 
study and practice, for the 
way of Torah is the way 
of peace; and on Sukkot, 
that the pursuit of peace 
demands persistence—the 
long march in the desert 
that precedes arriving at 
the promised land.

During the silent Amidah, continue with 4#$5 & !" 46 78" or 3 &1 4#$5 & !" below.
During the repetition of the Amidah during Sha%arit, the leader recites 
Birkat Kohanim. 

 ,[!"# $ %9ER 6( ;3] !"# $ %9E. C( # %&'( %3 *K# > N!B D3 
 9 *5$ *: Y5 ;L D& & /O /0 ;J DJ !" $ %O ;0 /J

 ,8 $ *V 1. DG & *5,L # %+ ;# ) >G & /.!9 ;7 D& & /0E< DJ
X0!L /( /7 ,8 $ *5E+ ;2 4 DG ,4# 6" C&,7 ,3# B" B.! M,0 C& D( # 6[ 6L & /0!L C( /&

.I.9 ,+ # /! 8# I N;  .8 $ *0 ;L 15 6# ;3 &3&# 8 1O *0 /. ;#

.I.9 ,+ # /! 8# I N;  . /f$ *I Y@# 63 8#$ *) %( 3# B" B[ &3&# 0 %( B#

.I.9 ,+ # /! 8# I N;  .4E) B5 8 ;) 4 %A B# ;3 8#$ *) %( 3# B" B[ &3&# ( /] 6#

At Min%ah and Arvit we recite: 

 8 ;R DG ) %( /0 1A 6# ) >G 7 ,+ E.' ,4
 4# 6A /< ) %. %9 # %. ;5E#W) Z7 ) >G ;3
 Q *) $ *L (!& & /< D( # 67 ,4 B)EG ;)

 .EN ;3 .4E) BT D&W) ZO ;) ME+ /( 
 8 ;R DGW9 *( Q %0 /. ;) 8#$ *"# %G ;J
W) ZO 1.! 9 %GW) ZO ;J ) %( /0 1A 6#

.8 $ *LE) 15 6J & /G /5
 Q %0 /. ;L D& ,&3&# & /< D( Q!0 /J
.4E) BT DJ ) %( /0 1A 6# ER DGW9 *(

At Sha%arit we recite: 

 & /.EN ,4 B)EG /J E.' ,4 E# /R 
 ,4# 6L C@ D0 ;3 + *K $ *@ B3 M %@ ,& /O /0 1.!

 ) %( /0 1A 6#W) Z7 ) >G ;3 !"# $ %) BG
 !" $ /: Y7 !"# $ 6. /( !" $ %O ;0 /J .8 $ *R DG

 # 67 ,8#$ *" B[ 0E( ;J + /@ *( ;7
 ,!" $ /: /< $ D9 B" 8#$ *" B[ 0E( ;.

 4# 6S >@ 9 D0E< ,!"# $ %&' F( &3&#
 & B2 B+ 1H! ,+ *K $ *@ 9 D. C& D( ;3

 4# 6S >@ ;3 4# 6L C@ D0 ;3 & /O /0 1.!
 Q %0 /. ;) 8#$ *"# %G ;J .EN ;3 .4E) B5 ;3
 9 %GW) ZO ;J ) %( /0 1A 6# 8 ;R DGW9 *(

.8 $ *LE) 15 6J & /G /5W) ZO 1.!
 Q %0 /. ;L D& ,&3&# & /< D( Q!0 /J
.4E) BT DJ ) %( /0 1A 6# ER DGW9 *(

Seventh B’rakhah: Prayer for Peace
During the silent Amidah, continue with “Grant . . .” below. 
During the repetition of the Amidah during Sha%arit, the leader  
recites the Priestly Blessing.

 Our God and God of our ancestors, bless us with the threefold  
blessing of the Torah written by Moses Your servant, recited by 
Aaron and his descendants, the kohanim, the consecrated priests  
of Your people:

May A-0$.! bless and protect you.
 So may it be God’s will.  Ken y’hi ratzon.
May A-0$.!’s countenance shine upon you 
and may A-0$.! bestow kindness upon you.
 So may it be God’s will.  Ken y’hi ratzon.
May A-0$.!’s countenance be lifted toward you 
and may A-0$.! grant you peace.
 So may it be God’s will.  Ken y’hi ratzon.

At Sha%arit we recite: 

Grant peace to the world, 
goodness and blessing, grace, 
love, and compassion, for us 
and for all the people Israel. 
Bless us, our creator, united 
as one with the light of Your  
presence; by that light,  
A-0$.! our God, You have 
given us a guide to life, the 
love of kindness, generosity,  
blessing, compassion, life,  
and peace. May it please  
You to bless Your people 
Israel at all times with  
Your gift of peace.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who 
blesses Your people Israel 
with peace.
Sim shalom ba-olam, tovah u-v’rakahah, $en va-$esed 
v’ra$amim, aleinu v’al kol yisrael amekha. Bar’kheinu 
avinu kulanu k’e$ad b’or panekha, ki v’or panekha 
natata lanu, Adonai eloheinu, torat $ayim v’ahavat 
$esed, u-tzedakah u-v’rakhah v’ra$amim v'$ayim 
v’shalom. V’tov b’einekha l’varekh et am’kha yisrael 
b’khol eit u-v'khol sha,ah bishlomekha.

At Min%ah and Arvit we recite: 

Grant abundant and lasting 
peace to Your people Israel 
and all who dwell on earth, 
for You are the sovereign 
master of all the ways of 
peace. May it please You to 
bless Your people Israel at all 
times with Your gift of peace.
Barukh atah A!"#$%, who 
blesses Your people Israel 
with peace.
Shalom rav al yisrael am’kha v’al 
kol yosh’vei teiveil tasim l’olam,  
ki atah hu melekh adon l’khol  
ha-shalom. V’tov b’einekha 
l’varekh et am’kha yisrael b’khol  
eit u-v’khol sha·ah bishlomekha.

Siddur Lev Shalem. Copyright © 2016 by the Rabbinical Assembly. 
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voiced in the Babylonian 
Talmud states that every 
Amidah must be accompa-
nied by a personal prayer 
(Berakhot )-b). The prayer 
that is printed at the top of 
this page is o%ered by the 
Babylonian Talmud (Bera-
khot #"a) as an example of 
such a personal prayer; it 
is attributed to Mar son of 
Ravina (*th century). The 
alternative prayer printed 
at the bottom of this page 
appears in the Prague 
prayerbook Sha(arei Tziyon 
(#(()); its English rendering 
is by Jules Harlow. Both of 
these concluding prayers 
are distinguished by the use 
of the first-person singular, 
whereas almost all other 
prayers are in the first-
person plural.

7%2 +&( 0/5$- G $3: "> +1 )3! +5 -!. 
Psalm #-:#!.
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The silent recitation of the Amidah concludes with 
a personal prayer or one of the following:

(
 # >) ;) >2 1L 6) ;3 ,& /L 10 6L 0 %J DV 6L # >9 /? 1A! ,G /0 %L # 6"E5 ;) +.9 8K ,# Q!B D3
 ,8 $ *9 /0E9 ;J # 6J 6) @ D9 ;[ .& *# 1& 6< ),7 >) 0 /? /G *7 # 65 1? >" ;3 ,4,V 69 # 65 1? >"

 ,& /G /0 # >) BG 4# 6. ;5E@ D&W) ZO ;3 .# 65 1? >" eEV 10 6< 8# $ *9` 1H 6L 1.!
 ,8 $ *L ;5 M DG $ DL ;) & %A CG .4 /< 1. D5 C@ DL ) %2 1) >2 ;3 4 /9 /H CG 0 %? /& & /0 %& ;L

 M DG $ DL ;) & %A CG ,8 $ *9 /T Y+ ;2 M DG $ DL ;) & %A CG ,8$ *"# 6L ;# M DG $ DL ;) & %A CG
.# 6"$ %" CG >3 8 ;"# 6L ;# & /G# $ 65E& ,8# $ *+# 6+ ;# M!H ;) B@ %# M DG $ DL ;) .8 $ *9 /0E<

 .# 6) C(E- ;3 # 60!H &3&# ,8#$ *" B? ;) # 6J 6) ME# 1- *& ;3 # 6? # %0 1L 6( MEH /0 ;) !# 1& 6#
Some have the custom of taking three steps backward and bowing 
at the conclusion of the Amidah, as if exiting the court of a sovereign.

 !"# $ %) BG 4E) B5 & *A CG ># (!& ,3# BLE0 1L 6J 4E) B5 & *A,G 
.M %L /( !0 1L 6( ;3 ,[) %. %9 # %. ;5E#W) Z7 ) >G ;3] ) %( /0 1A 6#W) Z7 ) >G ;3

.
,9!. 1H DG 3# B" B? ;) M# %( *5 & /@ 1L 6] D& ME+ C( ,E ,'.% ' =4 .K.- /+
 & /@ 1L 6A ;J .EN 4E# 9 DT Y+ ;2 # >) BG Q# 65 1L D& 1)! ) %J >2 ;) # 6" $ %7 >P
 9!2 C@ D0 19 6& D& *5 ,& /@ 1L 6A ;) ME- B# QE? C& >) # 6" $ %+ ;R >) .& B3 1+ *@ ;3 

 ,8 $ *G 15 6# MEA ;A # 6) & /.# $ 65 /& .9!. 1H DG /& # %+ ;# ) >G !" $ B) & /( $ /J 8 ;R 6L
 ,# >&' F( &3&# ,8#$ *" B? ;: 6L MEH /0 # 6& ;# .# 6" $ %O ;L 1K 6< & /.# 6+ ;" D@! $0 ;3

 & /. C& D( # %0 CG D5 ,& /L 1O Z@ # %0 CG D5 ,& /0E9 # %0 CG D5 # 6) @ D< 1? 6< *5
.9!G %0 ;3 4E) B5 ,& B3 1@ D( ;3

Some have the custom of taking three steps backward and bowing 
at the conclusion of the Amidah, as if exiting the court of a sovereign.

 !"# $ %) BG 4E) B5 & *A CG ># (!& ,3# BLE0 1L 6J 4E) B5 & *A,G 
.M %L /( !0 1L 6( ;3 ,[) %. %9 # %. ;5E#W) Z7 ) >G ;3] ) %( /0 1A 6#W) Z7 ) >G ;3

When the Amidah is to be repeated aloud during Sha%arit or Min%ah, 
we turn back to page #&".
During Arvit, the Amidah is followed by Kaddish Shalem on page )!,  
except on Shabbat, when Vay’%ulu is recited, page )#.

The silent recitation of the Amidah concludes with 
a personal prayer or one of the following:

(
My God, keep my tongue from evil, my lips from deceit.
Help me ignore those who would slander me.
Let me be humble before all.
Open my heart to Your Torah, that I may pursue Your mitzvot.
Frustrate the designs of those who plot evil against me;  
nullify their schemes.
Act for the sake of Your name,
act for the sake of Your triumph,
act for the sake of Your holiness,
act for the sake of Your Torah.
Answer my prayer for the deliverance of Your people.

May the words of my mouth and the meditations of my heart be 
acceptable to You, A-0$.!, my rock and my redeemer.
Some have the custom of taking three steps backward and bowing at the 
conclusion of the Amidah, as if exiting the court of a sovereign.

May the one who creates peace on high bring peace to us  
and to all Israel [and to all who dwell on earth]. And we say: Amen.

.
Sovereign Master of joy, in whose presence there is no sadness, 
grant me the capacity to welcome and extend the holiness of this 
festival with joy and delight. Teach me to transform troubled times 
into moments of happiness, for estrangement from You grows out 
of despair. Revive me with the joy of Your deliverance; may Your 
generous spirit support me. May it be Your will, A-0$.! my God, 
to open for me the gates of Torah, the gates of wisdom and  
understanding, the gates of sustenance and life, the gates of love 
and friendship, peace and companionship. 
Some have the custom of taking three steps backward and bowing at the 
conclusion of the Amidah, as if exiting the court of a sovereign.

May the one who creates peace on high bring peace to us  
and to all Israel [and to all who dwell on earth]. And we say: Amen.

When the Amidah is to be repeated aloud during Sha%arit or Min%ah, 
we turn back to page #&".
During Arvit, the Amidah is followed by Kaddish Shalem on page )!,  
except on Shabbat, when Vay’%ulu is recited, page )#.
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! Our God and God of our ancestors, embrace our rest. Make 
us holy through Your mitzvot and let the Torah be our portion.
Fill our lives with Your goodness and gladden us with Your 
deliverance. Purify our hearts to serve You truly. A*0,+# our 
God, lovingly and willingly grant that we inherit Your holy 
Shabbat, that the people Israel, who make Your name holy,  
may find rest on this day. Barukh atah A!"#$%, who makes 
Shabbat holy.
Kad’sheinu b’mitzvotekha v’ten &elkeinu b’toratekha, sabeinu  
mi-tuvekha v’sam&einu bishuatekha, v’taher libeinu l’ovd’kha be-emet, 
v’han&ileinu Adonai eloheinu b’ahavah u-v’ratzon shabbat kodshekha, 
v’yanu&u vah yisrael m’kad’shei sh’mekha.

Kaddish Shalem
Leader:

May God’s great name be exalted and hallowed throughout 
the created world, as is God’s wish. May God’s sovereignty 
soon be established, in your lifetime and in your days, and in 
the days of all the house of Israel. And we say: Amen.
Congregation and Leader:

May God’s great name be acknowledged forever and ever! 
Y’hei sh’meih raba m’varakh l’alam u-l’almei almaya.

Leader:

May the name of the Holy One be acknowledged and  
celebrated, lauded and worshipped, exalted and honored,  
extolled and acclaimed—though God, who is blessed,  
b’rikh hu, is truly [on Shabbat Shuvah we add: far] beyond all  
acknowledgment and praise, or any expressions of  
gratitude or consolation ever spoken in the world. And  
we say: Amen.

May the prayers and pleas of all Israel be accepted by their 
creator in heaven. And we say: Amen.

May heaven bestow on us, and on all Israel, life and abundant 
and lasting peace. And we say: Amen.

May the one who creates peace on high bring peace to us and 
to all Israel [and to all who dwell on earth]. And we say: Amen.
Oseh shalom bimromav hu ya·aseh shalom aleinu v’al kol yisrael 
[v’al kol yosh’vei teiveil], v’imru amen.

On Festivals, Kiddush is recited, page '(.

Two Kinds of Peace
The ?asidic master 
Na:man of Bratzlav 
distinguished between 
two kinds of peace. The 
first is peace within one’s 
self, which arises out of a 
sense of awe and humility.  
The second kind of peace 
derives from prayer— 
a vision of universal peace, 
when there shall be peace 
in all the world.

The Song
On your journey you will 

come to a time of wak-
ing.

The others may be asleep. 
Or you may be alone.

Immediacy of song moving 
the titled

Visions of children and the 
linking stars.

You will begin then to 
remember. You

Hear the voice relating 
after late listening.

You remember even falling 
asleep, or a dream of 
sleep.

For now the song is given 
and you remember.

At every clear waking you 
have known this song

The cities of this music 
identified

By the white springs 
of singing, and their 
fountains

Reflected in windows, in 
all the human eyes.

The wishes, the need 
growing. The song 
growing.

—4.%#!" %.6!=&!%
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O&((.+" $"&-#% 23# ,.D 05 
6 8@ ! 23. In the ancient 
synagogue, Kaddish Shalem 
marked the conclusion of 
the service. The congrega-
tion responded to the 
leader’s invitation to praise 
God’s name at the begin-
ning of the service, and it 
does so here as well, at the 
conclusion of the service.
 The request that the 
prayers of all Israel be 
received favorably and that 
peace reign is an appro-
priate conclusion of the 
service. In the late Middle 
Ages, a more elaborate 
ending to the service was 
considered fitting and so 
the songs and prayers that 
follow were appended; to 
this day, some rites con-
clude here.

B'( *3 &-- 4"3 (4#-- 
3' #&1*" # 8- * 23 '(#M@ :.) @ 0/ *( 
@ 8- 8&. The inclusion of these 
words follows the liturgical 
practice of many Conser-
vative prayerbooks and 
congregations of including 
a universalist dimension to 
certain prayers for peace, 
which would otherwise 
mention only Israel. The 
prayer thus prompts us 
to envision an expand-
ing peace, beginning with 
ourselves and radiating 
outward: first to all the 
people Israel, and then to 
all created beings.
 The ,/th-century philos-
opher Emmanuel Levinas 
asserts that the designa-
tion “Israel” includes most 
broadly all human beings 
who are committed to the 
ethical care of the stranger. 

In our prayers, we may move among various under-
standings of “Israel”: Israel as Jewish community, Israel 
as national home, and Israel as emblematic of all those 
who uphold an ethical universe.

 .09 8 :- "B09 ?' =% ) :J &# ,[09+ 8 :-6R =/ &*] 09+ 8 :-6% >/ + :);/ :* 09+ 8 :); </ "
,X G 2# 4&5# 6; :L G F, K/ 2Y T F# 6$  ,X" G 2#X KZ E) 6; :L G FH 6J C,
,X G 2# 4(:H" E; :L G FY 6[ 9O 6$  ,X G 2':\ E) :L G F( 6; 9O

,# 2) ]+ 2; X 6J K'(̂ 6/ :L G F; E/ & F! 9- 6$
,X G 2H K0,̂ # 9; 9H T5Z 4& K': ! 4' =! 9+ 6; :L" G F!Q ]+ !$!" :L G F/" EY KL C! 6$

.X G 2) 6H " FH 6J C, 6) / F+ 4& KO E" W 4' :Y: GL 3" 6$

.- "2 (k () A :M GL &' ,)*)+ ) "E (/ !0# "2

3 :5 4A A+ =M GL
Leader:

 ,m :-07 ?# =K ,/ "# &% + =M / "' &5 47 &2 ,/ "2 (# m :' &A A (M GL ?- =+ &* 5 GM GO ?- =+
 -+ :2,5 D1 &@ + :Q GB ?%0 P61+ :'6+ ?%0 P61+ :Q GB &2 m :-01 ?5 G' !+ =5 ?' G+ &*

 .T F) 4+ 0# ?' =/ &* ,%+ =# 4L P (' ?h =%0 / 45 4j >7 (2 ,5 :/ "# ?S =+
Congregation and Leader:

.+ 3B C) 6/ 4( " F) 6/ 4( K/: . 9/ 4( 6/ 7 9& 4' 6) + 4; 9& W F) 6H + F! 6"
Leader:

 / :t G9 ?- =+ &* 3 ('6# ?- =+ &* # (/ "C ?- =+ &* B (2 (E ?A =+ &* ! (# "2 ?- =+ 
,+:! 7" E& 6; ,/ "A ?@ WL &M m :' &A 5 4b () ?- =+ &* ) .b (7 ?- =+ &* # "M () ?- =+ &*

[on Shabbat Shuvah we substitute: ,5 DK =' / "b 8 :7 &5 / "b 8 :7 &5] ,5 DK P =' / "b 8 :7 &5
 ,/ "' &5 47 &2 P "#+ =' >/ (M / "- "' "B .9 &* / "- "B &2 ?A WE / "- "#+ =A &* / "- "1 ?# =2

.T F) 4+ 0# ?' =/ &*
 P6)0% >/ 3 "@ vL 5 :/ "# ?S =+,5 D1 &M P6) &-07 "%0 P6) &-65 &J 5 G2 GL ?- =E

.T F) 4+ 0# ?' =/ &* ,/ 4Q G' ?A =% + =M
 ,5 :/ "# ?S =+,5 DK 5 G7 &* 09+ 8 :5 47 3+ =Q GB &* ,/ 4Q G' &A P =' / "2 (# / "' 45 &A / :) &+

.T F) 4+ 0# ?' =/ &*

365 4A ) .S >7 G+ /0) *+ 4'6# ?' =2 365 4A ) .S$7
.T F) 4+ 0# ?' =/ &* ,[5 :% :- + :% &A6+,5 DK 5 G7 &*] 5 :/ "# ?S =+,5 DK 5 G7 &* 09+ 8 :5 47
On Festivals, Kiddush is recited, page '(.
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We rise.

Aleinu
It is for us to praise the ruler of all, 
to acclaim the Creator, 
who has not made us merely a nation, 
nor formed us as all earthly families, 
nor given us an ordinary destiny. 
a And so we bow, acknowledging the supreme sovereign, 
the Holy One, who is praised—
who spreads out the heavens and establishes the earth, 
whose glory abides in the highest heavens, 
and whose powerful presence resides in the highest heights. 
This is our God, none else; 
ours is the true sovereign, there is no other. 
As it is written in the Torah: 

“Know this day and take it to heart,
 that A*0,+# is God in heaven above and on earth below;
there is no other.”
Aleinu l’shabei'a& la-adon hakol, 
lateit g’dulah l’yotzer b’reishit, 
shelo asanu k’goyei ha-aratzot, 
v’lo samanu k’mishp’&ot ha-adamah, 
shelo sam &elkeinu kahem,
v’goraleinu k’khol hamonam.
a Va-ana&nu korim u-mishta&avim u-modim,
lifnei melekh malkhei ha-m’lakhim, ha-kadosh barukh hu.
Shehu noteh shamayim v’yosed aretz, 
u-moshav y’karo ba-shamayim mima'al, 
u-sh’khinat uzo b’govhei m’romim, 
hu eloheinu ein od. 
Emet malkeinu efes zulato, 
ka-katuv b’torato: 
v’yadata hayom va-hasheivota el l’vavekha, ki Adonai hu ha-elohim 
ba-shamayim mima'al v’al ha-aretz mita&at, ein od.

Concluding Prayers

!/"N#! .$"1 · #"'&( · '$- .$"$ #'* /"/ &01  56

  We rise.

 ,5$K () P6@ >/ G5 (B 8 :2 (A &5 :L" G F/ 4(
 ,-+ =A/ :# &2 # :J6+ &5 ) "b W@ &O - :- 45
 ,-6J "# >/ ") + :+6j &K 09 8 "S "7 /$b .A

 ,) "' "@ >/ ") -6B &C ?A =' &K 09 8 "' "S /; &*
 ,3 .) "K 09 8 :L ?5 .B 3 "S /$b .A

 .3 496' >),5 D1 &K 09 8 :5 4#$j &*
 ,3+ =@6'0 3+ =* >B (E ?A ='0 3+ =7 &#6K 09 ?B8 G9 >/ G* b

./0) !0# "2 A6@ 4V G) ,3+ =1 45 &R () + :1 ?5 G' ! .5 8 .' + :9 ?\ =5
 ,o .# 8 "/ @ :N$+ &* 3 =+ 8 (' "A ) .U69 /0) .A

 ,5 G7 8 (R =' 3 =+ 8 (' "k (2 6# 4L &+ % (A6'0
 ,3+ ='6# &' + :) ?% Dj &2 6H W7 - G9+ =1 ?A0

 .@67 P+ :/ 09+ 8 :); </ /0)
 ,6- 450h N .\ 8 ./ 09 8 :K ?5 G' - .' </

 e6- "#6- &2 %0- "K (K 
 3+ =); </ ") /0) )*)+ + =K ,T 8 .% "% &5 5 ./ 8 "-$% :A >) G* 36Q G) 8 "E ?7 (@ 4+ &*

.@67 P+ :/ ,- (B 8 "E =' o .# 8 "/ ") 5 G7 &* ,5 G7 8 (R =' 3 =+ 8 (' "k (2

B-#.': .(?# $ 8@ !/. This prayer 
was originally composed 
for the Malkhuyot (“Sover-
eignty”) section of the Rosh 
Hashanah Musaf service. 
Since the late Middle Ages, 
it has acquired a special 
pride of place in Ashke-
nazic liturgy (but not in 
most Sephardic rites) and 
is recited as part of the 
conclusion of every service. 
It is customary to physi-
cally bow from the waist 
when we recite the line 
va-ana#nu korim, “And so 
we bow.”

'31 631%#( :+ &+ &-- 
#&1*"-> 6&%.-.#+ 4'@ *(  
" !1 !D H4 !" & '(7 * .9 * 23 ,1 *.) .(? $ L1 !>3. 
The historic continuity of 
the Jewish people defies 
the story of most nations. 
Nevertheless, the Jewish 
exceptionalism emphasized 
in this prayer has been a 
matter of controversy, and 
the current Israeli Masorti 
Movement has o%ered the 

option of reciting instead the lines from 
the prophet Micah:  “For the people of 
every nation shall walk in the name of 
their god, but we shall walk in the name of 
Adonai, our God, forever” (!:*).

O'34 *".+ (&> 6 '( .# 0" $ L .& */ 0D !# *(. Deuteronomy 
!:(+, from Moses’ speech enunciating the 
meaning of God’s revelation at Sinai.

!-".#! /$"0
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And so, A*0,+# our God, we await You, 
that soon we may behold Your strength revealed in full glory, 
sweeping away the abominations of the earth, 
obliterating idols, 
establishing in the world the sovereignty of the Almighty. 
All flesh will call out Your name—
even the wicked will turn toward You. 
Then all who live on earth will understand and know
that to You alone every knee must bend, 
all allegiance be sworn. 
They will bow down and prostrate themselves before You, 
1A*0,+# our God, 
treasure Your glorious name, 
and accept the obligation of Your sovereignty. 
May You soon rule over them forever and ever, 
for true dominion is Yours; 
and You will rule in glory until the end of time. 

! As is written in Your Torah: 
“A*0,+# will reign forever and ever.” 
And as the prophet said: 

“A*0,+# shall be acknowledged sovereign of all the earth. 
On that day A*0,+# shall be one, and the name of God, one.”
V’ne'emar: v’hayah Adonai l’melekh al kol ha-aretz,
bayom hahu yihyeh Adonai e&ad, u-sh’mo e&ad.

We are seated.
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@+*&D-.+".'/ .' *"# 
431-( *"# +39#1#./'*> 
36 *"# B-%./"*> F 8.5 0& *@ 
# 0.D 0 23 &.() *@ 01 *.- 6 !@ '(/. Begin-
ning in the "+th century, 
this phrase was interpreted 
as a call to universal justice, 
similar to Isaiah’s call to Is-
rael to be “a light unto the 
nations.” In this vein, the 
phrase l’takken olam was 
understood to mean “to re-
pair the world,” to be part-
ners with God in achieving 
a world filled with peace 
and righteousness. Even 
earlier, Maimonides (",th 
century) had argued that 
the single most important 
characteristic of messianic 
times would be an end to 
one people’s dominating 
another (Mishneh Torah, 
Hilkhot Melakhim ",:,).

B(3'&. 4.-- 1#./' 631-
#9#1 &'( #9#1 E<'@ *1 ,# "("# 
D %/ !( 6 !@'/ *@. From the Song at 
the Sea, Exodus "*:").

C' *"&* (&> BGCHB) 
+"&-- D# 3'# 4.(" 0" 6 '( .# 0.- 
D !7 %4 "("# " %# *" ,#. Zechariah 
"!:+. When the Sh’ma was 
recited earlier, we declared 
that God is one. Now, at 
the end of the service, we 
express our hopes that 
through our prayer, we 
have brought the created 
world a little closer to one-
ness with the One God. 
(Lawrence Kushner)

 ,09+ 8 :); </ )*)+ T &5 ) .0 GL &9 P :K 5 G7
 ,T8 .H W7 - .# 8 ./ ?\ =- &2 ) "# :) &' -6/ ?# =5

 ,o .# 8 "/ ") P =' 3+ =50b =O #+ =% >7 () &5
 ,P0- :# "K =+ -6# "K 3+ =5+ =5 </ ") &*

 ,+ GM (A -01 ?5 G' &2 3 4567 P :V G- &5
 ,T 8 .' ?A =% 0/ &# ?L =+ # "S "% + :9 &2,5 D1 &*

 .o .# 8 "/ + :7 ?A =#,5 DK T+8 .5 :/ -69 ?\ () &5
 ,5 :% :- + :% &A6+,5 DK 07 &@ :+ &* 0#+ 8 =K G+

 ,! .# 8 .2,5 DK 7 (# ?1 =E T &5 + =K
 .P6A 45,5 DK 7 (% "k =E

 ,05$ 8C =+ &* 07 &# ?1 =+ 09+ 8 :); </ )*)+ T+8 .9 4\ &5
 ,09 8 :E =+ # 4L &+ T ?' =A @6% ?1 =5 &*

 .T 8 .-01 ?5 G' 5$7,- ./ 3 "b W1 05 &2 GL+ =*
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A Kavanah 
for Kaddish
Grant that the memories 
of those who have gone 
before us be a source of 
strength for me and for 
everyone of the house of 
Israel. May the souls of 
our departed find peace in 
Your sheltering care, and 
may we all be blessed with 
peace, tranquility, and the 
fullness of life.

The Blessing 
of Memory
It is hard to sing of one-
ness when our world is not 
complete, when those who 
once brought wholeness 
to our life have gone, and 
nothing but memory can 
fill the emptiness their 
passing leaves behind.
But memory can tell us 
only what we were, 
in company with those we 
loved; it cannot help us 
find what each of us, alone, 
must now become. Yet no 
one is really alone; those 
who live no more echo 
still within our thoughts 
and words, and what they 
did is part of what we 
have become. We do best 
homage to our dead when 
we live our lives most fully, 
even in the shadow of our 
loss. Each life is a whole 
world; in each is the breath 
of the Divine. In a<rming 
God we a<rm the worth 
of each one whose life, 
now ended, brought us 
closer to the source of life, 
in whose unity no one is 
alone and every life finds 
purpose.

—'(+#4 &;!%,

Mourner’s Kaddish
In the season when Psalm )' is recited, some congregations wait  
to say Kaddish until the completion of Psalm )' (on page *(). 

Mourners and those observing Yahrzeit:

May God’s great name be exalted and hallowed throughout 
the created world, as is God’s wish. May God’s sovereignty 
soon be established, in your lifetime and in your days, and in
the days of all the house of Israel. And we say: Amen.
Congregation and mourners:

May God’s great name be acknowledged forever and ever!
Mourners:

May the name of the Holy One be acknowledged and 
 celebrated, lauded and worshipped, exalted and honored, 
extolled and acclaimed—though God, who is blessed,  
b’rikh hu, is truly [on Shabbat Shuvah we add: far] beyond all  
acknowledgment and praise, or any expressions of gratitude or 
consolation ever spoken in the world. And we say: Amen.

May heaven bestow on us, and on all Israel, life and abundant 
and lasting peace. And we say: Amen.

May the one who creates peace on high bring peace to us and 
to all Israel [and to all who dwell on earth]. And we say: Amen.

Mourners and those observing Yahrzeit:
Yitgadal v’yitkadash sh’meih raba, b’alma di v’ra, kiruteih, v’yamlikh 
malkhuteih b’&ayeikhon u-v’yomeikhon u-v’&ayei d’khol beit yisrael,  
ba-agala u-vizman kariv, v’imru amen.

Congregation and mourners:
Y’hei sh’meih raba m’varakh l’alam u-l’almei almaya.

Mourners:
Yitbarakh v’yishtaba& v’yitpa'ar v’yitromam v’yitnasei 
v’yit'hadar v’yitaleh v’yit'halal sh’meih d’kudsha, b’rikh hu, 
l’eila min kol [on Shabbat Shuvah we substitute: l’eila l’eila mikol] birkhata 
v’shirata tushb’&ata v’ne&amata da'amiran b’alma, v’imru amen.

Y’hei sh’lama raba min sh’maya v’&ayim aleinu v’al kol yisrael,  
v’imru amen.

Oseh shalom bimromav hu ya'aseh shalom aleinu v’al kol yisrael  
[v’al kol yosh’vei teiveil], v’imru amen.
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OBGG)$? 23# ,.D 05. The custom 
for mourners to recite Kad-
dish began sometime after 
the ""th century. Though 
its origin is obscure, it 
has become an essential 
element of Jewish prayer. 
The Kaddish is not a 
private prayer; rather, it 
is recited in community 
with a minyan present. In 
that context, the mourner 
a$rms that tragedy has not 
separated him or her from 
God or the Jewish people, 
and, in turn, the communal 
response then constitutes 
an acknowledgment of the 
mourner.

36- 4+ A+ =M GL
In the season when Psalm )' is recited, some congregations wait  
to say Kaddish until the completion of Psalm )' (on page *().

Mourners and those observing Yahrzeit:
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Congregation and mourners:
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Mourners:
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